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Mixed reaction to poll findings 
OTTAWA (CP) Lil)eral Graham seid he is plussed but added that he would like The Liberal party is rendy "You have to have contin. 
MPs took an Ltold.you-so 
attitude today to opinion 
polk showing their party 
with a slight edge over 
Opposition Progressive 
Canfervatives.n 
But spokesmen for both 
the major parties declined to 
attach much importance to 
Gallup Poll results, which 
show Liberals with 43 par 
cent of the decoded vote, 
Canfervatives with 39 par 
cmt and the New 
l~ocrat ie  .Party with 15 
per cent. 
"The volatility of the polls 
is Just incredible," said 
Senator A! Graham, Liberal 
party president as he looked 
over a copy of the latest 
results. 
Although the there was 
little change in the standings 
the two major parties-- 
last month they were tied 
With 41 per cent of the 
decided vote--the stimated 
mmher of undecided voters 
ch'oppod to 27 per cent from 
~9 per cent of the 14.5-mil- 
finn-member lectorate., 
Kitimat 
the Liberal party appears to 
have regained political 
momentum.. "You feel a 
little more comfortable." 
Conservative leader Joe 
Clark said the poll left him 
undisturbed. 
Asked what he felt about 
the Liberal edge, Clark 
replied: "I hope the prime 
menister believes that and 
calls an election." 
Before the pall reeults 
were released, th.~e were 
rumore in both Lih~rai and 
Vonservative i~urtius that 
the latest opinion sampling 
would show the opposition 
party with a substantial 
lead. 
Bear. Scare 
to see the Liberals with a 
substantially higher lead 
before an election is called. 
On May II, Trudeau an- 
Bounced there would be no 
summer election after pells 
showed his party tied with 
Conservatives and trailing in 
some key voting areas. 
Did he make a mistake? 
"Who knows?" said 
Graham 
for an election whenever 
Trudeau ealis it--later this 
fummer, next fail or next 
spring, the senator said. 
Trudsau has until next 
July before he is forced by 
law to call an election. 
Graham said the volatility 
o~ the polls makes it im- 
possible to have any long- 
range political plane. 
geney plans for everything 
from month to month." 
Lincoln Alexander, Con- 
servative MP for Hamilton 
• West, said: "The only prope~ 
poll is the one on election 
day,". 
$600,000 grants to 
P.6. and Pr. Rupert 
h 
, DIDN'T BELIEVE IT VICTORIA (CP) --  The (DREE), said Wednesday. Ltd. of Prince Rupert for 
However Liberal MPs said federal government has The minister said in a plant expansion. 
today as the entered their given nearly $600,000'in news release that $495,000 
weekly caucus meeting that grants to firms in Prince was given to Prince George Lussard said the brewery 
they never believed the George and Prince Rupert, Breweries Ltd. to assist in has been in, receivership 
rumors. B.C., Marcel Lessard,. the purchase of a brewery since January, 1976, and has 
"I never seufed we were federal minister of region.a. I and a grant.of $I06,-000 went not operated on a regular 
behind," said Liberal MP economic  expans ion  to J. S. McMillan Fisherh,~ basis siuce then. 
Grey).Crawf°rd Douglas (Bruce- Lea raps lawyers 
State Secretary John 
Roberts echoed the. theme, ' 
' for "Ripoff"  fees 
VIcToRIA (op)  - The New Democratic Lea told reporters later 
Party ~ explained that. 
when home-buyers obtain a 
mortgage, the mortgage 
company often stipulates 
that the conveyance be done 
by a lawyer, even though the 
' law doesn't call for such a 
procedure. 
during debate of Attorney- Lexlmtd tliatouce lawyers 
General Garde Gardom's ~ngiventhejob, theyturnit 
budgetary estimates that he over to their staff, and then 
effect is compounded by the over-charM for the work 
fact that most lawyecs don't dane. 
that the government should 
consider setting up an office 
to carry out conveyances for 
a nominal cmarge. 
Gardom st ressed that 
there is no law preventing an 
individual from doing his 
own conveyances. 
Lea said that" only holds 
true if a p~son uses cash to 
buy a house. 
Kitimat 
Members of a St. An- repeat'of this lnoldentSteve 
thony's grade six gym class asks that anyone spotting a
were more than excited by bear contact he RCMP at 
the siting of a bear adjacent 
to their school yard Tuesday 
afternoon. The class wan 
immediately taken inside 
and police despatched tothe 
site but the bear had already 
dactded'to relocate. 
Auxiliary conservation 
~fficer Stove Bell learned of 
632-7111, or Steve at 632-2706. 
It is important, he explains 
that he bear be Identified at 
the time of siting. 
If a bexr prenunts a serious 
hazard it is relocated by way 
.~ a live trap. No bears have 
been relocated inKitimat yet 
rids year. 
• Graham Lea (NDP--Prince 
Rupert) accused lawyers 
and mortgage companies of 
being in collusion in an at- 
tempt to take money from 
hame-bnyers on conveyance 
charges. 
Lea told the legislature 
20 c 
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the slung and checked the The enuservatlon officer even do the conveyancee 
bush area behind the school slreused that the beam are themselves-, they get their 
.... later.that night but no bear  ~.ln.t~ested/:lnvegeta. tim,: ...se~.re-Mtlea~o~'~,/~...., ~:, 
was to be fotmd. " at this timeof )'eke ann poee. ' • ' 
A cub was reportedly sam 
near .the spot last week 
which has brought the fear of 
bear probl~ts backinto focus 
for Kitlmat residents. 
Last year a tragedy no- 
Burred wh~ a bear mauled a
small boy in the Duun Street 
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area of Kitimat. To avoid a Steve. 
. . . . . .  APPOINTED 
.'.VICTORIA - Frederick uolatod regions. 
Webb~er of Terrace was I 
appointed by the provincial VICTORIA The 
cahtuet on Thursday to the provincial, cabinet on 
board of the newly Thursday granted antherity 
established Open Learning to the Terraee School 
"Institute which aims to Distrtct o borrow 11,003,000 
de l iver '  educat iona l  to improve schools and 
programs to people in develop school sites, 
I 
Terrace r~creatloh director Phil Stewart Jumps for the new skateboarding in the arena, 
More on page 2. 
"It's one of the biggest rip- 
o . ,  ,o,n, , ,  . . . . . . .po .  U,S,  approves 
PNG says Union .~m.t  .police report a People seem to instigate .single vehicle"accident a
much of the problem with . ~11:30 p.m, which caused four 
exc i ,mentdue , fear ,  domands .xoossive persons to betaken to. North gas line It is import nt, however, KRimat Gener l Hospita l  
"that children are aware of and thewreck of a 1969 Ford 
the potential-problem bears ..The following news release statement that he m~llam?,., station wagon. 
may cause if provoked, says by Telex was received at the Mr. Geddes, could not make • The' blue .wagon . up- project.. ' 
patently left the Dyke .read 
when attempting a leftturn. 
There were six occupants in
the vehicle, four male 
juveniles, one adult ~ 
passenger, Paul Tome, and 
the driver, William Mathiss 
of 85 Oriole in Kitimat. 
Police continue to in- 
vestigate the cause of the 
crash. 
HERALD office Wednesday: 
Pacific Northern Gas said 
today that striking em- 
ployeen of Local 913, In- 
ternalloanl Brotherhood of 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Elec~leal Workers were 
making exeeeslve demands 
which would place them well 
ahead of other B.C. Uti]Ry 
work.s. 
"If their dem~*nds' were 
met they would have the 
highest earnings, in terms of 
wngea nd fringe benefits, of 
any Utility workers in the 
The Canadian gas would 
begin moving along the 
western section ~ California 
in 1979 and along the'eastern 
leg a year later. Alaskan gas 
is to begin moving down the 
completed project in 1983. 
• The import plan still must 
be approved by Alberta and 
the National Energy Board 
of Canada. Northwest plans 
to file applications i~July for 
U.S. approval of sales 
contracts for the Alberta gas 
and transportation facilities. 
• $194,450 contract for float renewal at Wlah Point, B,C. 
The successful firm submitted the second lowest ot five 
bids received in response to public iadverditsemehL The 
bid was g~90,000. 
' Specifications for the contract, which cldis for the work 
to be completed by mid-0ctober, were prepared for the 
: Department ofFisheries and the Environment by l~bilc 
' Works Canada. The purpose of the contract is to replace 
existing log floats used as a refuse harbor, with 974 m2 
.treated Umber floats having polystrene floatatien. 
the company move on any of 
the major issues, 'he con- 
tinned. 
"In fact: it is the Union 
that could not be moye~i, on 
any issues". 
O'Shauglmessy 'said. the 
company's "town 
managers" and most 1st line 
supervisors had requested 
that they remain out of the 
Union, which was certified 
only last ye0r. However, the 
Labour Relations Board had 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -  
The U.S. 'Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) gave conditional 
approval Wednesday to a 
plan by the K.S. sponsor of 
the northern natural gas 
pipeline to import Alberta 
gas. 
A FERC spokesman de- 
• scribed the aouroval of the 
Northwest Alaskan Pipeline 
.Co. plan as "a definite step 
toward the completion ofthis 
project." 
Northwest wants to import 
up to 1.04 billion cubic feet of 
natural gas a day from Pan- 
Alberta Gas Ltd. of Calgary 
as a fundamental step 
toward" pre-building the 
southern legs of the $1.billion 
Midnite Madness 
" province," said Bob ordered that they be part of ' 
O'Shau~hnessv. PNG's thebargeiningunit,which..is ' m o v e s  to day 
v ice -pres ident  and  not the practice in  most '8  
Udmerhl Manager. - omer B.C. utilities, the PNG 
 ets cont ract  "Many o f  the Union's • allegations aremis lead ing , '  Gas service is being 
MineueIJayM~lnaLtd, of I~timat has been awarded a' but sinee must of them touch maintained by non-striking episode in Terrace nme to a businessmen, including in town are haviag their say 
PNG employees, and the close this week when the 4600 on the matters which are 
negotiable it would ~ve no 
purpose to debate them in 
public," said 
'O'Shanghnessy. 
The company made a 
.number of concessions 
duriilg negoti~/tion.s, con- 
trary to the Union's 
. •.  . . . . . . .  ',,e ~e~...e.5.~..~5..:..~v;~;~;.:~;~;:~::.~.;.;~;.:.~5~;~;....~.~.~.~;~e~e~e;e~e~ : ".;~;.;.; ":~.~;.;.:.;.;.;.;.;:;.;.;.:.:.:.:.:.=.:.:.:.:e:.:~:e:e:e • ~`~`~.;~:`.:.`:`: ;:`: ;.` ;~; ;`~.`~;~:`:;: :~`:: :. ;  . ..~: : '; ,;'  :~:,: v.z~,_-',-',, ; .,., ,,,,.~,,.-'.'.'-;'-;: 
company wishes to aMure its 
present customers that 
every effort will be made to 
continue gabs supply, said 
0"Shaugnessy. 
"The company regrets the 
action of the Union and 
asked for the cooperation of
its customers and the public 
until the labour dispute is 
settled," he said. "In parr 
titular, excavation crews 
between Vanderhcof and the 
c6ast are urg~ to take 
special precautions to avoid 
damage to pipelines which 
would interrupt gas s~vlee. 
It appears the Union has 
no concern about he sMety 
of the public nor service to 
the public, because it called 
the strike without discussing 
any arrangements o cope 
with emergency situations," 
said the vice president. 
Kitimat 
"Bream 
.house" 
Theatre. buffs in l~mnat 
might.want o catch the 
debut of the Kitimat Player's 
showing of "Dream Lover" 
at Roy Wilcox Elementary 
School tonight at 7:30 p.m. 
The play is said to provide 
many laughs as the five 
person cast lay the wit out 
for the audience in a 
situation comedy. 
There is an admissior, 
The "Midnite Mhdnees" However, a number of 
those who took part .in the 
Block Merchants charged in sale, objected to doing away 
the incident appeared in with an hours by.law, so 
Terrace court Tuesday. legal action against the 
The 15 merchants wet'e merchants continued. 
summoned tocourt following The by-law to rescind the 
the after.hours sale in March existing hours by-law was to 
which was prohibited.by a have received third reading 
municipal shop closing by- at this Monday's council 
law. 
All 15 pleaded gnilty,'but meeting, but Mayor Dave Maroney said local mer- 
were not fined for the by-law chants have approached 
infraction. Instead they council and asked for input 
received absolute into a new hours by-law 
discharges, before doing away with the 
Council had t~ken steps to existing one. 
rescind the by-law following 
the "Midaite Madnees" sale, No action will .be taken on 
and indicated charges the bydaw until an 
against the merchants would 'agreement is worked out, the 
be dropped at that time. mayor said. 
"Do it Yourself" 
Hazardous to. Health 
Kltimat fire chief Bill retrieve a propane torch 
Dawson explained to the used on the 'piping,'~ says 
Herald that a cause has been Dawson. 
determined in the Ltlleett "Everyone should be 
Street fire last weekend, and aware of the proper 
similar offenses have oc. procedures for soldering 
curred, or are about o eecur under a house, which in- 
because of 'do-it- eludes pu.lling all" adjacent 
youreelfers', insulation away fron~ the 
The basement fire at 38 area to be torched' and 
Lilloctt on Saturday Was wetting down the immediate 
caused b j  the occupant 'area with a garden hose 
atteinpting to solder an which should be left within 
outdoor water tap that had the worker's reach' while 
been capped-off or the cold working," says Dawson. • 
months. Insulation was the The occupant was lucky, 
apparent material which be only received minor burns 
caught fire, initially, but it could have been worse. 
"The worst part was when Note: '°A smoke detector 
the occupant attempted to was not in the house - -  but 
reach back in the burning the owner has promised to 
rawlspaee basement to purchase one." 
ACTION SLOWED 
The import plan originally 
was to have been voted on by 
FERC two weeks ago, bit a 
vote was postponed alter 
Meanwhile, other groups commiss ion  of f ic ia le  
questioned the language ill 
theorder approving the idea. 
The commission ordered a
rewrite to clarify the status 
of the gas system.' That 
rewrite was completed early 
last week, but the com- 
mission postpan~ the vote 
in whether store hours 
should be extended. 
Local Jaycees have come 
out in favor of rescinding the 
by-law, but only if it is 
replaced by a new by-law. 
Jamie Gilham, chairman 
of the Jaycee by-law com- again to give commissioners 
mittee, said the group is time to study the rewrite 
opposed to "wide-open t h o r o u h l .  
hours" since he .claimed it I Proposal I would result in higher costs 
passed onto the consumer. I de layed  The Jayceus will be 
meeting with the local 
Chamber of Commerce to I Casslar Telecom. 
jointly work but what details mnolcatlons Co,, Ltd., of 
Terrace, a company formed 
to put telephones into the 
North, has submitted a 
proposal to the B.C, Motor 
Carrier Commission to 
supply telephone service to 
the Dense Lake-Telegraph 
Creek area of Northern B,C, 
This area is presently partly 
served by CN Telecom- 
munications from Watson 
Lake, Y.T,, and to a lesser 
degree, by B.C. Tel high 
frequency radio from 
Vancouver. 
The proposal would 
provide telephone and radio 
service to the above com- 
munities. 
Because of a delay in 
supplying technical and 
rlnan~ial information 
Caslar has requested the 
B.C. Motor Carriers Com. 
mission ot delay the public 
hearing, 
The Motor Carrier 
Commission has, in the past, 
been helpful. ~ in assisting 
their formal application, and 
the hearing is expected to 
take place sometime In 
~ugust, 
: r 
. Action atTuesday's KitlmatMinor Lacross Novice division game, Moreon pageS, charge for all three 
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both groups would like to see 
• in a neW by-law. 
A ~nsumers' group will 
also be making a preach. 
tation to council on Monday 
night. 
The B.C. Government 
Employees Union, led by 
staff representative Roger 
Davis, have been conducting 
a shopl~ers poll to find out 
what shoppers want in terms 
of opaning hours. 
Although final figdree are 
not yet in, Davis said "the 
poll is very solidly in favor of 
unrestricted hours." Davis 
said. 
Although s tore ,  hours 
would still be restricted by 
provincial statutes, the 
municipality would not bs 
responsible for enforcement. 
Instead 'enforcement would 
be left up to the RCMP who 
rdd~y or may not prosecute 
offenders. 
A number of communities 
within the province have no 
municipal by-laws governing 
store hours, and merchants 
are free to control their own 
hours, 
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Hiking .Books Conference on  pray 
at the hbrary HALIFAX(CP)-Amaior ~'~==~'~1~.~ intervieW, How ver, Dr. Ken Rome, a 
internatl~al conference ~J_lLi~t.~4[JI, t ~ I J  member of the Dalhonsle 
here later this month on Reye's syndrome, the government funds for a University research team 
children's affliction _that conference in Canada on a which has done pioneering 
During these beautiful summer months y0u 
may want. to get a little off the beaten_ trsck. 
Terrace offers some of the most spectacular 
scenery to be found anywhere, but if you really 
want to see it at its best you'll have to work a bit 
for it.. 
If you're in to h '~g and want to ~ow where 
the trails are, or if you're new to it and w~nt to 
get.prepared to go, your public library is the 
place to come.for the i~.ormation. We have a 
number of books about. :hikingand all of them are 
to be found in the 796 section of the library. 
Some of the notable ones include.' 
The New Complete Walker by Colin Flet~er. 
Thi's -hiker's.bible "includes just about, everything 
yo~ could conceivably want to. know about 
hildng, including all of your equipment need. 
The Complete Beginner's Guide to Back- 
pac_king b_y Richard B. Lyttle. This is. another 
book which will tell you how to choose, your 
equipment, basic survival sld!ls for the trail, and 
all little extras that will make for an •enjoyable 
trip. 
The  Wflderoess Handbool~ by Paul  Petzoldt. 
Here is abook  for those who want  to get off the 
main trai ls  and head _straight for the bgsh. In- 
cluded.are cl imbing techniques and advice about 
first aid. 
The Best About B~l~pacldng ed{ted by Denise 
Van_ Lear.  Here is another  book _for back- 
packers, one _t~t "mclud.es everyt]dng from' 
recily~_ to advice a-hout hiking in bad weather. 
,~..~ Also included is al is  ting 9f many organizations 
interested in backpacking and wilderness 
preservation, 
Trails to T{mberline by Einar BI~._ Tlds- {s the 
essential volume _for would be _hiker~ in the 
Terrace area'. Inch~ded are descriptions and 
maps of about 50 different trails in our area. 
Photographs are included as well as easy-to- 
follow directions on how to get to the start of each 
trail. 
. Reme_mber too that your l{brary has m_ore than 
• just books. We also have' the topographical maps 
for this area so you can get a good look at where 
you're going. Good hiking everyone! 
spawned the spruc~ bud- 
worm spray controversy, 
will be partly sponsored by 
the United States National 
Health Institute at Bethesda, 
Md. 
~'he use of U.S. federal 
research project in which 
Canadians are 
acknowledged world leaders 
is unusual but not un- 
precedented, Dr. James 
R~burgh of the Medical 
Reseerch Council of Canada 
MP.C, said Wednesday in an 
work on the syndrome, says 
the blRC has declined to 
continue grants toward the 
research and his group may 
have to seek help abroad, in 
the same way it secured U,S. 
money toward the con- 
ference. 
'I Not listed in our ~r ~* S'O' Tel Blriii°rY' 11 
16 construction at Kwinitse, about 45 miles west of Terrace. , ' . . ' .;. Highway 
Free arena skateboarding ::: We ' re" - "  "'"'"'"Y T°"" ""T" ' """ 
i!i! BOYOS eODV S,OP. ,s.,,.0 i:il 
SkatchoardHeaven' equipment is neeeenary. The possibillty ofaskatchoard i::: L/stedo,-,,xo,,, , , ,o., ,- , , ,  ~i~;. 
The Terrace Recreation equipment must be elbow photo contest is also being 
Department has opened the and knee pads as well as examined. 
arena to the public for free gloves, a helmet, and run- 
skateboarding on the mrs. Due to the good weather 
beautifully smooth surface The course includes a attendance atskateboarding 
of the multi-me building this speed ramp, (about five feet times has been low but 
Week. high), kick ramps, a small recreat ion personnel  
The arena is not only jump ramp and a high jump estimate this to change as 
hosting skateboarding but where the rider goes over the word spreads and clouds 
rollerskating (admissior and the board goes under a cover. 
charged) as well. Thursday, 
(tonight) the skateboarders 
have the floor from 2 to 5 
p.m. 
After this week all sport 
tmthusiasts will be charged 
admission. 
Recreation director Phil 
Stewart explains that due to 
the hard surface of the arena 
and speed that inay be built 
up in this sport safety 
Kitimat Queens 
to appear 
June 29 the conteetsnis, 
along with the judges, will be 
holding afashion show in the 
Mount Elizabeth Secondary 
School cafeteria t 7:30. The 
affair is open to thepublin 
• ,and .there will be an ad- 
mission charge. 
Also at the fashion show 
will be talon judging and 
bake contest. The goodies in 
• the contest will be raffled 
immediately following the 
adjudication with proceeds 
going hack into the Queen 
contest, (the baking wiif be 
raffled, not the ladies). 
Kitimat PHncees, Anna 
.Maria Galamini, will also he 
surrendering her crown on 
July1 at the Queen's Ball. 
Miss Prince Rupert and her 
Princess will provide the 
talon for the Queen's Ball. 
The public is asked to 
support the Miss Killmat 
contest by providing 
audience and attendance at 
Miss Kitimat, Carrie Paul, 
will he surrendering her 
crown July i to the ad- 
judicated winner 'of this 
years'.,cootest of Queens. 
:': ThiS Sunday the Queen. 
• ~ contestants will be-meeting
with escorts and parents for 
a short familiarization 
session. This meeting is 
sponsored by Alton, who 
have traditionally aided the 
:~ Queen contest. 
" Members of the Miss 
• .itimat committ4~e, alderman 
Fran Buschert, Jeanne 
Monaghan, Don Stewart, 
Heather LoveR, Nancy 
McManns and Elgin 
i" Hearicks have chosen the 
three judges for this years' 
contest but are unable to 
identify them to insure their 
'unbiased opinions. 
The contestants will be 
appearing at different 
functions before the actual 
Queen and Princess are 
wooden bar. 
The slalom course is the 
highlight of the show. 
The rest of the over 20,000 
square feet of space is 
devoted to freestyle bear. 
(ling: • 
The recreation depart. 
ment is also trying to have a 
skateboarding film night and 
the first annual skateboard 
champlonship~ The 
Roller Skating 
Schedule 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
TERRACE ARENA ROLLERSKATING' SCHEDULE: 
May '6th to August Tth 
Monday 7:30pro- 9:30pro. Skateboard 
Tuesday 4:00pm- 6:63pm Rollerskating 
Wednesday 7:30pm- 9:30pm RoIlerskatlng 
Thursday 4:00pm-6:00pm Skateboard 
Friday 8:00pm. U:00pm Rollerskating 
Saturday , 2:00pm-5:00pm' Skat~heard 
Sunday " 6:30 um-9:30om Rollerskatin~ 
Prices: Children Teens Adults 
RollerskatingAdmission 60cents . $1.00 $!.00 
Skate Rental , 50cents 35 $1.00 
SkateboardAdmiesion ' 60canis $I.00 $1.50 
I 
IBEI)SIrRL~$ 
A 
crowned, thevarinuspublleflmctinns. W e l d e r s '  meeting 
N u r s e s  s h o c k e d  An oponmeet ingof  the we ld ing  cont rac tors ,  ring-ris Canadian Welding Seeiety fabricating shop personnel, 
b y  will be held in Room 107 at and individual welders. 
Northv~est Community Further information may 
College, Terrace on June 13, he obtained by contacting 
Following is an RNABC the hospital to say they h~ve, 1978 at 7:30 p.m. Emll Marehand in Terrace 
statement on the ter- withdrawn cooperation, and All interested people are (635-6511) orJoe Slaanina in 
invited to attend, including Killmat (632-6311). 
DIESEL STATION MEOHANIO 
minstions of three of flze five we do not understand the 
clinical directors of nursing referenco to "fundamental 
at Vancouver General philosophical dlffercocea" 
Hospital, the senior as a reason for the firings. If 
management level ira- anything is fundamental, it
mediately below director of is that employee ter- 
nursing, minations should follow 
Yesterday's firing without proper notice and that  
notice of three clinical employees should receive 
directors of nursing at reasons in writing. That has 
Vancouver General Hospital not happened in this case. 
is shocking, but not entirely RNABC's legal counsel will 
surprising. It is actions of be advising the three clinical 
,this ki~ki-and what they directors on poosible courses 
mean to patient care-that of action. 
RNABC wants to discuss at a. 
meeting with the full VGH Meanwhile, if there are 
Board of Trustees. fundamental philosSphical 
• These terminat ions  differences, we see the best 
demonstrate that the way of resolving them as the 
existing VGH administrative forum desired by both this 
structure is, in fact, unstable association and B.C. Health 
and ineffective. They show Minister Bob McClelland: a 
clearly why nurses working meeting between RNABC 
at the hospital have little or and .the VGH Board of 
no faith in that structure Trustees. We are ready to  
It is the view of this discuss professional  
association that the three philosophies there, and to, 
clinicpl directors have presmt proposals for a more 
foUowLkl proper chaanels of effective administrative 
communication within the structure to deliver safe 
hospital., It is inaccurate of nursing care. ' 
B.C. gas could 
rise three cents 
t 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  Norman G_ishL.cha!rm.an of 
• British Columbia motorists ine B.C. Energy Corn- 
would have to pay an e~tra mission, said Tuesday. 
three cents for every gallon HeWas commenting onthe, 
of gasoline if the province B,C. government's brief to 
were denied Alberta crude the National Energy Board 
oil and local refineries had to which was delivered to 
rely principally on imports, Ottawa Monday, 
required by 
e'O. HYDRO 
LOCATION: 
Terrace, B.C. 
DUTIES: 
Our Ntechanlcs. ere required i0 undel:take the 
maintenance, overhaul and repair of diesel 
electric generating units throughout our North 
Coast Reglon, requiring travel by Ilgh.t aircraft 
to remote generating sites. This peslflon also 
Involves the maintenance and repair of two 28 
M.W. gas turbine engines and two small Hydro. 
electric site;. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Applicants must be certified Journeyman 
Mechanics and have a background In the repair 
and maintenance o~ diesel electric generating 
sets. Experience In gas turbine maintenance 
would be an asset. 
WAGES: 
S11.68 per hour. S.C. Hydro benefit package 
Includes the following: 
- three weeks annual vacation (In first year), 
shorter work 'year provision (additional 
seventeen.paid ays off per year), dental plan, 
pension, group life in~urnace, etc. 
Please apply In writing, stating personal details, 
education, and experience to: ' 
Manager, Admlnlstratlve Servlces 
B.C. Hydro and Power Authorlty 
5220 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B,C. 
VSG 4RS 
Here! Free -..for ON E month courtesy of TH E 
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If yOU wish your  Business Phone 63§ -63§1  
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, a space-sav ing  
recl iner that  
actual ly  moves  
automat ica l ly!  
mmm 
Wall.A.Matic,  
Sits inches from the wall. 
Gently touch the Leisure 
I,eyer... it glides out 
automatically! 
Reclineseffortlessly to an 
infinite number of positions. 
Features Pontiac's exclusive 
safety-glide bar and 
adjustable footrest!. 
ld up and it automatically 
back inches from the 
Choose from many 
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Lr needs. Your choice of 
ing ... Early American, 
Jitional or Contemporary. 
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Kroehler .Recl iner  159" 
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Beer still 
flowing' 
before negotiating with the 
other breweries, while the • 
Brewery Employers Lal~r 
Relations Association sought 
to have negotiations with 
Molson's and Labatt's first 
on the agenda, Bore said. 
Breweries' spokesman 
Eric Harris said the com- 
panies have not yet decided 
When to take'lockout action. 
John Langley, union 
business agent, said the 
brewery workers are ex- 
pecting ct at any time. 
He said there in a good 
chance some of the workers 
at Lahatt's and Molson's will 
refuse t, leave ff they are 
locked out. n 
"They are very upset," 
said Langley. "They feel 
there's been no bargaining 
with their companies so why 
should they respond to a 
lockout." 
The union says that a 
lockout at Labatt's and 
Molson's would be illegal 
because no eoptraet 
negotiations have taken 
place. 
The mein issue in the 
dispute is the union's refusal 
to negotiate with the newly- 
formed employers' 
association. 
The association has not. 
bees accredited and the '  
VANCOUVER i~P) -- 
Beer continued toflow from 
the production lines of four 
Britisb Columbia breweries 
today as the beer companies 
held off their threatened 
lockout of union workers. 
Many local pubs were 
reducing operating hours 
and houses which sell 
Curling draft were serving 
only bottled beer as a strike 
at ,the Carling O'Keefe 
brewery here continued. 
Beer was in short supply at 
liquor stores as customers 
tried to stock up. Citizen 
hand radio operators here 
were providing a running 
ennunentary on the 
movement of deliverx trucks 
they trailed from the 
creweries. 
Meanwhile the B.C. Labor 
Relations Board has 
scheduled a hearing for 
tobay on a union complaint 
that the breweries' lockout 
notice is illegal. 
Membere of the Canadian 
Union of Uncted Brewery, 
Flour, Cereleal, Soft Drink 
and Distillery Workers are 
on strike at Carling and face 
lockouts at Labatt's and 
Molson'f in Vancouver', 
Lahatt's brewery in Victoria 
and the Columbia brewery.in 
Creston, B.C. 
Tbe breweries' lockotfl 
+notice expired at 11a.m. 
Tuesday. 
Run Bone, LRB vice.chair- 
man said the two days of 
informal talks at the labor 
board failed to resolvethe 
dispute because the parties 
couldn't agree on which 
round of negotiations should 
he tackled first. 
COULDN'T AGREE 
union wants to bargain in- 
dividually with the 
breweries. 
Langley said there is no 
way the union will negotiate 
with Lahatt's and Moison's 
before trying to nettle the 
strike at Carling O'Keefe's, 
"Okr .people on strike get 
the first priority," he said. 
"Their contract ran out first 
(Dee. 31, 1977). and after 
j 
+ / 
Ford of Canada's Distinguished Achievement Award was presented to Terrace Totem 
Ford this.week. This fs the highest Ford award to dealerships inrecognition of"superior 
• dealer operation." The award is presented todealers who are above average in all areas 
:+of their operation. Above left is W. L. (Buzz) Keatlng, assistant regional manager ofthe 
Pacific Region Office of Ford of Canada prese~nts the award to. Bill de Jong, president 
and owner of Terrace Totem Ford. 
I 
RCMP barn burning, theft 
called criminal by Cobb 
By GERARD McNEIL Cobb sixnyears ago was Cobb said the communique 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The officer in charge of the was htsown idea. 
burning of a barn and a security service unit in- "I executed it almost 
dynamite theft by members volved in the two incidents, e~tirsiy myself." 
of the RCMP Security RC1VIP headquarters was 
Service in May, 1972, were The 47-year-old Mountie not informed that it was a 
"clearly criminal acts," took full responsibility for fake. This did not become 
ChiefSupt.DonaldCobbsaid issuing a fake terrorist public until Francis Fox, 
Tuesday in testimony before communique in Decomher, then solicitor-general, 
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Goose nest halts loaders 
VANCOUVER tCP) -- A 
Canada Goose lost its brood 
to the Stanley Park zoo 
unnTuesday and Vancouver 
harbor workers fear they'll 
lose a flock of feathered 
friends--because a group of 
pongshoremen refused to 
step around a nest of goose 
eggs, 
The longshoremen spotted 
a six-egg nest at one end of a 
barge on the North Van- 
couver waterfront Tuesday 
morning, The barge was tied 
up alongside a freighter, on 
which the longshoremen 
were to load 350 tons of paper 
rolls• 
• -.o But they saw the next first 
~ and wouldn't work. They 
- called in the Nationa! 
Harbors Board Police and 
settled in for an hour.long 
coffee break. 
"There were 20 to 25 men 
and one of them ~otlced the 
nest," said Corporal Jeff 
Cruickshank of NHB Police. 
"There were a few i~unters 
and fishermen among them 
who knew it was illegal to 
touch a Canada Goose nest 
and its contents." 
The federal Migratory 
Bird Convention Act says 
offenders are liable to six 
monti)s in jail, a $500 fine, or 
both. 
Cruickshank contacted 
various wildlife agencies and 
was finally put in touch with 
Larry Lesaje, curator of 
Stanley Park zoo, who 
agreed to take the eggs. 
Two NHB officers dam- 
bared own a rope ladder to 
the barge, deposited the eggs 
in a cardboard container and 
with a crane operator's belp 
lifted the eggs to the 
freighter. They scurried off 
to the zoo incubator and the 
longshoremen ended, their 
work stoppage. 
"Damned if one of the eggs 
didn't hatch ennroute," said 
Cruickshank. 
Waterfront Terminals 
manager Dave McGowan, 
whose company owns the 
barge, said Canada Geese 
have a special love for 
barges. 
Tbe barge, he said, had 
bee~ loaded and 
unloadedntwice since the 
nest was discovered about 
the end of April. 
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parallels speakm leads 
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Canadian and U.S. But within a specified zone 
negotiators have agreed to on either side of the benn- 
sharing oil and gas , dary, each country would 
discovered in a yet-to.he- have the right o purchase at 
determined zone of the off- world prlees 50 per cent of 
shore boundaries between any resource production 
the two countries, from the other's territpry. 
But a spokesman for the A spokesman for the 
external affairs department energy department says that 
says the agreement must be in another move related to 
@pproved by the two ' the  heundary dispute, the 
governments before it could 'government has allowed a 
become ffective, one-year moratorium on- 
noffshere exploration per- 
And, hesays, the reference mlts. 
to the zone only would come 
in a package dealing with all 
"offshore boundary disputes 
between the two countries, 
including fisheries. , 
If no agreement can' be 
negotiated on the other 
matters, the Offshore 
resources proposal might 
never be referred to the two 
respective governments, he 
spok~man said. 
The spokesman said the 
proposal, negotiated last 
fall, hans limited scope and 
would not affect the 
of ea~ country 
i~'isdi°ti°nterritow after a Its own 
boundary line is drawn. 
TI~RRAOE []INOR HOOKEY 
Is accepting applications ,for • 
REP TEAM COACHES, MANAGERS & TRAINERS 
Reply Box 12L Terrace, B.C. 
by June'16'. . , 
For further information: 
Bernie SeNer 
635-5959 '  
or 635.~049 • ,. 
- - - - = ~ ~ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / ~  
'. , , + i + . 
Under the permits, 
companies are required to 
carry out certain levels of 
exploration and develop- 
mint spending 'or face the 
danger of losing theirnrights 
to the land. 
Companies have been 
i~luetsnt tenspend money In 
offshore areas under 
dispute, leading to the 
danger they would lose their 
Canadian permits. 
The. department official 
said the moratorium allows 
the firms to safely put off 
• any spending, in the areas 
such as Georges Bank off the 
East Coapt. 
, Here's a dual-purpose motorcycle to fit almost • 
anyone's needs~ Motocross features and design 
make the DT100 at hems in rugged off-road. 
terrain. Fully street legal, too, so it's great 
around town. Not a mini, but smaller than a 
full-size Endure, the DT100 is the little bike 
thars just right. 
TOOVEY SERVICE 
'ein Dealer Llcence No, 020]3A 63~ 
DT100 ' 
VERSATILE .  
With only one lottery, com- 
petition would be eliminated 
and there could he a 
mutuallyestablished 
national and provincial 
purpose for lottery proceeds, 
Shilliagton said. 
LorD-Canada is scheduled 
to end in 1979, following the 
end of the obligation to the 
Olympic deficit. Therefore, 
Shillington said, this is an 
appropriate ime to]ay plans 
for the future. 
He said be would like to see 
a single lottery operated by 
the provinces and based on 
the principle of using funds 
for those programs in each 
province. Distributioi~ of 
funds would be the 
responsibility of each 
province. 
REGINA ,(CP) - -  A 
proposal to conduct a single 
"lottery in Canada and 
el iminate competition• 
among lotteries will be 
discussed at a meeting of 
prov inc ia l  min is te rs  
responsible for lotteries 
Wednesday and at a federal -~ 
provincial meeting Thur- 
sday, it was announced to- 
day. 
Both meetJ~@ will be held 
here, 
Ned  Shillington, Saskat- 
chewan's culture.and youth 
minister, said+ there is 
concern about proliferation 
of the types of lotterles and 
the amount of money being 
spent on advertising, dh. 
plication of organization and 
the possible duplication of 
benefits, 
proposal 
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Editorial 
Hun~eds of teenqgers will soon be let out of 
High. Schools and upper, grade schools in a few 
weeks when the Annual Summer Holidays 
descend upon them. In addition, scores more in 
their late teens and early twenties will be 
!'home" in Terrace and Kitimat when the 
universities close their doors for the annual ong 
vacation. 
Many of these young people wil! be "wall~ng 
the streets" of Kitimat and Terra.ce looking for 
jobs that do not exist. In desperation_, some may 
resort to mischief -vandalism, practical jokes 
and other ways t'o burn up their surplus energy 
and high spirits - as Well as frustration. 
At the same time - during the same.Summer - 
long period, .hundreds_ (more_. accurately, .- 
thousands) of.families will be taking off for their 
annual_ vacations', across Canada .and to other 
lands, closing their homes for periods from two 
weeks to six weeks. And many of these -like this 
writer - Will be faced with the problem of what to 
do with the pets - and having to board their cats 
and dogs at threeto four dollars a day each. - how 
to _have their house plants watered, their mail 
taken in, their lawns cut, their gardens weeded 
• and watered~ and, in general - their homes 
securely looked after. 
To .have one small, well-behaved_ (almost) 
daschund looked after during our vacation has 
cost us ~0,  Totting up the number of dogs and 
.cats, multiplied by. the lowest figure of three 
aoUars a day, I figured there is.a market for_ 
someone with a potential of $5,500 for a two week 
period earing for the approximately 150 dogs and 
cats, on the one street alone . . . .  
I kn_ow I would have gladly paid five dollars a 
week to have our small lawn kept in trim.- less 
thanan hour's work a week - a_nd another five for 
weeding and watering - which, .ff others went 
Oyril Shelford, M.L.A. 
Overlooked. Why? 
Reprinted by Request 
In view of the many system to eliminate the 
problems confronting the problems that has handed 
guiding industry, and the the department so much in 
many revelations, con- the past. 
cern ing  i r regu lar i t ie~ He Imo~vs the inner 
arising out of the, workings of managing a 
mismanagement of the cabinet portfolio, and 
Department of Recreation coupled with the fact he has 
and Conservation as the full conlideace of the 
revealed at the recently majority of the guiding in- 
adjourned Inquiry probe--it dustry, he should he per- 
is a shame that a man of the sanded to reconsider his 
stature of Cyril Shelford has intention of leaving govern- 
not been utilized to a greater munt service and bring to 
extent by the Governmunt hear his considerable x- 
than he has been up to now, perience and proven ability 
by appointing him to a to overcome the problems 
cabinet post. confronting the department 
Shel~ord for many years and the guiding industry. 
prior to entering the polltidal It is unfair that the present 
arena, had been a guide minister, the Honourahle 
outfitter in the eeatral in. Sam Bawlf should be so 
terior, and knows the burdened with the respon- 
"problems of the guiding sibilitiesof sev~alportfolios 
industry at'first hand. at a time when so ~anch of hla 
That a person with his undivided attention is 
extunsive background in the needed to undertake a 
guiding industry is allowed program of restructuring of
to wither oa the vine.in such the department to improve 
a secondary role as a b~ck- 
bencher is not befitting this 
man. His knowledge and 
advice if called upon could 
he so valuable in extricating 
the department from the 
troubles that has befallen 
Some Jobs for Our Summer Students with the arrangement- and so were we, Since 
some families go away for months at a. time, 
Add ano_ther ten dollars_a week for a daily, when they get a sufficient number, sub- there would seem to be a genuine market for . . . . . . .  house sitting, l.am told that home insurance 
companies are willing to look at lower insurance 
rates for properties that are not left vacant, as 
the smwiea "to meet the 
challenges ofthe future. The 
rebuilding o.f the depicted 
game resources and the 
initiation of sound 
management' policies must 
be undertaken, as soon as 
that unhappy administration possible. Bawlf has a very 
over the last decade or so. good reputation as a capable 
Ass former minister of the administrator and is cer, 
Department of Agriculture tainiy a good choice to 
under the previous Social restore the, public's con- 
Credit administration of fldeace in the Department, 
W.A.C. Bennett, be is in an but unless he can devote his 
ideal position to work on a full attention to the problem 
new program to restructure there is a critical need for a 
the preseat Department of knowledgeable man to be at 
Recreation 'and Con- the helm who can. I say that 
servation and overhaul the man should be Shelferd: 
Oalls for Wolf Oontrol 
to the efficiency of the wolf in 
not going beyond the limits 
of eliminating only the weak 
'and aged members of a herd 
population, it Is claimed that 
to the contrary, it is mostly 
the healthy animals that are 
being destroyed by these 
predators. 
In calling for a predator 
control program, Shelford 
urged the government tofall 
along, .would mean a market of $3,000 on our  be happy to pick up a few extra thousand ollars 
street for a two weekperiod for the 150 homes, by canvassing the homes _along the street, and, 
routine security check, taking in the mail and 
any newspapers ~ielivered by mistake, checking 
the house for leaks, open windows, and v/atering 
the plants, feeding the goldfish (if any) etc. - and 
there lies another possible $3,000 forths fortnight 
if all the 150 go along with it. (Of course they all 
wouldn't- but definitely many would,.) ._ 
How nice it would have been to. have come 
home an_d found the.windows all cleaned, the 
floors vacuumed, the car washed, and a number 
of odd-jobs done that we had been putting off for 
so long- when we returned! We have been 
looking et the paint on the outside of our home f.or 
the last couple of years, wondering how much 
longer.we could put off repainting: The ideal 
would b.e to hire a professional - but very few 
appear "mter~ted in a one-house contract -even 
if we could _afford i t .  The same with repairs to 
~nd gravelling our driveway - which is less than 
15 feet long (the last estimate.- for cement - was 
$1,200!) Perhaps some.students who have 
gained experience in painting and odd jobs 
during previous_ summer vacation jobs, - would 
contracting_ the ~,ork to professional painters 
and constructio_n workers. They would get their 
own fee, for which they would also be expected to 
oversee the work, make sure the.property 
owners received only the best of work, and the 
owner's interest was properly protected. 
There is another lucrative ,market going 
begging, also, but this is even trickier than the 
rest, and would require the most responsible, 
mature students, to properly handle. 
Many families, when they go away on their 
holidays, would have more peace of mind if they 
knew their home was be'rag properly looked after 
- that is, - was being "lived in". Here is where 
the "house sitter" comes "m,_ My•wife and I have, 
personally,. "house sat". successfully, inthe past 
- and paid for the privilege. Desperate for ac- 
commodation, i~ a northern city in the  Nor- 
thwest Territori~, we once_'!house at" for a 
high school principal's_ spacious (government 
owned) home - and looked after the family cat. 
We paid $50 a week for the privilege- and the 
principal and his family were highly pleased 
"'At least I don't feel any b. lame for the mess the country's in - -  I've never voted.'" 
Ottawa Offbeat 
by Richard Jact~son 
Ottawa,- 01d s.~ff, _what, thinking of "Fat 
City" as a bureaucratic feather~bed, 
But bare you ever though of it as even softer 
and richer than that-as a feather-bed on a 
money-mattress? 
Well, ponder it for a moment wldle running 
over the recent catalogue of federal misspen- 
cling. 
The old s t~f -  it emerged a couple of -wee~ 
ago-was the overpayment of. $4 mi!!i'on in 
Unemployment Insurance benefits, with .Em- 
ployment Minister Bud C.ullen blithely writing it 
,¢4. t off as z~.  enother human e~ror" with no 
penalty or_ disciplining _of the bureaucrat who 
made the costly miscalculation. 
Then there was. the blowing of an. h~tially 
.estimated $9 million-reduced to an indefinite 
unaccounted several thousand dollars-by the 
Fitness and Amateur Sport branch plant of 
National Health and Welfare.. 
Now you've got $19_ million being• shot in 
Featherbeddin' in "Fat Oity" 
Simply..to rewrite the "job description" to, 
the qualifications the friend or relative happens 
to possess. 
Imprssive what a Httle ~inventive ima~nation 
can do. 
Comes then. the "quiet shakedown," which 
recently surfaced when a government contractor 
disclosed that a department with which he did 
b~eds  expected him to pony up some Ioot_f0r 
public service golf tournaments and other social 
affairs. 
T~r~ed out i.t htas become.expected "accepted 
practice," ff in contravention of .the Criminal 
Code. 
But again,.no penalty, disciplining or even 
reprimand .for another "human error"-of 
.iudgment this time" just a mere cease and desist 
order from departmental deputies. 
Finally out comes the Auditor General with the 
disel~ure to Parliament's.PubÁic Accounts that 
pubh_'c seryants have be~n using the Treasury as 
bank for interest-freo person~,l loans. 
overpayment of bureaucrats.in overrate(i.jobs. The Attditor.General, just beginning a check of 
• A~d no ?human e~ror" this, but a calculated the books, discovered that employees in six 
fleecing of the public purse. 
Who says so? departments .drew some $250,000 in. advance 
We]], Treasury Board 'leases up to the )19 
million 0v.erpayrnent for overrated public ser- 
hack on the professional v ice positions. 
people in the field, such as And Andrew Ste_wart, of all people, .preside~ut 
the local trappers and 
hunters of the district to of the.bareaucratic union of the Public Seryice 
undertake this predator Alliance, comes through with the further con- 
con~d~ork-~'ad'theminfstry fession that some fancy "fiddling" could be 
does not have suffleent invo lved . .  
trained personnel tocarry Senior public servants here in "F~at city;" he 
the program out. 
Shelford has claimed that has been quoted in prh% as saying, find it "e~si.~r 
this burgeoning wolf t0 play around" with civil service job descrip- 
interests inthe carihou herde population unless controlled l ions. ,, ,, 
. that range the northern could well kill the guiding They l~now the bm'eaucratic buzz-words, he 
areas of the province. The industry in the north in four says,  that makes a job sound more important- 
herds are being heavily or five years. What he is and worth more  money--than it should be. 
decimated by these wolf urging the Department of " .e descriptions" long _have 
packs and these people feel Recreation and Con- Civil service "'ob . . . . .  
Cyril Shclford, the social 
Credit member for Skesna, 
spoke out quite clearly to 'the 
news media recently, on the 
problem of  wolf 
depradations on the big 
game species. This preblml 
is occuring in many sections 
of the province with a 
devastating effect to the 
survival of these animal 
i herds. 
Thi~, very controversial 
:subject is currently oc- 
cupying the attention of fish 
and wildlife biologists, who 
are being pressed to find a 
solution. It has become an 
area of great debate as a 
result of the disagreement i  
philosophy between en- 
vironmentalist and groups- 
such as guides and outfitters 
who have strong economic 
servation todo, is In line with 
enggestious I had brought 
forth here in a previous 
News article on this subjecL 
and that was to get input on 
the problem from the people 
in the field, the local 
inhabitants of the area. 
I hope to do many other 
something must be done to 
control their numbers or 
they may well lose their 
livelihood unless urvival of 
these herds is assured. 
Along with increasing 
complaints lodged by sheep 
and cattle ranchers, is the 
question of the place of the 
been a standing,joke-if not an accepted racket-- 
in these fcathe/'~bedded and m0tley-mattressed 
parts, 
A deputy.minister, his 'assis~nt,. ~ depart- 
mental director or some other public service 
boffin has a r.elative or friend he wants to ease 
into a .well-if-not-overpaid and pension-indexed 
soft touch. 
.But has the friend 'or relative the required 
well. 
The '~Home Holiday Care" marl~et, here isno 
doubt,.can be a lucrative one for the ambitious, 
resourceful, and genuinely responsible. High 
School and university student, Bonding shou!d 
be no problem, if.the studentS are serious about 
performing a valuable service for a reasonable 
return,. _ 
Other facets d the same market incl'ude ~ring 
for children as "live in" parentS while the true 
parents are on holidays, and ~ring for older 
persons (in-laws) when a nusoana na wsxe warn 
to.go on a .vacation. by them~elv.es. These, of 
course, require special qualifications that many 
students may not have - but some do. 
W_e]l - there it is for what its.worth. Here is a 
market which could .absorb quite a number of 
Summer holiday studentS, for a return of 
perhaps $2,000 a month --  if they are willing to 
work at it. 
Sooial Oredit 
Progress Report 
Lder your SOCIAL CREDIT 
)vernment: 
The size of the Civil 
~rvice this year has grown 
, only 19 (.024pereant), and 
is includes an addition of 
5oo people from the Van- 
rover Resources Board, 
,w attached to the 
rovh,.'~l Government, as 
ell as the staff of 8 
uniclpal Human Resources 
epartmente also takm into 
e Provincial Government. 
aring the N.D.P.'s term in 
rice, the Civil Service grew 
r a total of approximately 
,000, or almost 30 percontl 
The Provincial Budget 
Ls increased by rely 25 
~rccat in 3 years, while the 
D.P. increased the Budget 
r over 135 per~_.zt during 
clr three-year period. 
Of a Budget of over $4 
Ilion, in excess of $1 billies 
going to Health, in excess 
$I billion to Education, an 
l.ttme record in Health and 
dueatlon services. 
In the past year alone, 
rovincial revenues only for 
te rights to explore for 
ltural gas and oil are 
most $200 million, com- 
lred to the idgh of $27 
dlitonin the bee(year ofthe 
.D.P.'s term in office, and 
L7 million in their worst 
~sr. 
-- This Province has 
DID YOU KNOW that "created more new jobs 
proportionately than any 
other Province in Canada, 
including Alberta, and we 
have the highest im- 
migration rate of the 
Provinces, which to a large 
• degree xplains ome of our 
tmemploymunt picture. 
.- More new companies 
have been incorporated this 
year by far than at any ether 
time in our history. 
- There are in excess of 
l,~,000 people working in 
British Columbia, an all- 
time record. • 
' The Province of British 
Columbia is the only other 
Province, other than 
Alberta, to continue to in- 
crease its services to people 
and present a balanced 
Budgetat thesame thne. All 
other Governments 'are 
operating on massive 
deficits, including the 
Federal Government, 
- The Provincial Govern- 
meat for the first lime, is 
paying full municipal taxes 
on Provincial properties, 
and also a revenue-sharing 
formula has been introduced 
to the benefit of each 
municipal taxpoyer-a first 
in Canada. 
New help for 
hard of hearing 
Negotiations are un- 
derway between Ventora 
Resources Ltd. of Van- 
couver, B.C. and Specialized 
Systems Inc., a private Los 
Angeles, California com- 
pany, for acquisition by 
Ventora of interests in 
spec ia l i zed  eleetroni{ 
equipment for use in com. 
municatton by the deaf and 
hard-of hearing. 
As presuntly negotiated, 
Ventora Resources Ltd. will 
loan ~g~0,000 to Specialized 
Systems Inc., subject to 
Ventora successfully ralsng 
these additional funds by 
way of a public share of- 
fering or through exercise of 
• c/a'runtly outstanding share 
porchase warrants. Vontora 
is to receive return of the 
$500,000 loan at the rate of $5 
per unit sold by Specialized 
Systems anywhere in the 
world. Veatora lso receives 
the right to joint vunture the 
sale of the 'Ports-Tel' 
equipment everywhere in 
wolf in the balancing off of articles covering this topic 
the animal populations, a and report on the progress qual i f icat ions? 
point which has been should the department 
seriously challenged by implemeflt such a program, , NoT ~ 
these people in the field. As Not to worry.  
the world except for U,S.A,, 
travel funds_for, personal, non-tray.el use,.later Japan and South America. 
making an accotm_ting at.thier own convenience. As a further consideration 
Since the public service travel accotmt ex- 
ceeds an annual $200 ~illion, the Auditor 
• General is hot on the trail.of these departmental 
interest-free "band accounts," uncovering all 
, ,  , ,  , ,  , ,  sorts of fiddles, many of them deliberate 
and, as one MP protested, "bordering on fraud." 
Heart Fund reaohes goal 
Mr. G.W. "W~dy" well as five research 
MaeLaren, President of the fellowships for 'a  total in 
British Columbia Heart excess of $825,000. 
Foundation is pleased to Rec ip ients  inc lude  
announce that the 1978 fund paed ia t r i c ians ,  phar  
raising 'campaign exceeded maceutlcal  scient ists 
for the loan, Ventora has the 
right to buy II percent of the 
equity, of Specialized 
Systems Inc. for St,000. 
its goal of $1,220,000 on June 
2 and stated, "We can ear- 
tainiy put every dollar to 
good use." 
"The greeter part of our 
• fund," Mr. MaoLaren 
continued, "goes to research 
into the causes and cures of 
cardiovascular disease with 
72 cents of every dollar going 
to this life-saving program. 
This year the Foundation has 
awarded some thiry-flve 
grants in aid of research as 
pathologists, chemists 
anatomists,  zoologists 
surgeons, obstetricians. 
cardiologists, biochemists 
and physiologists. 
"Although eart disease is 
still Canada's number one 
killer, the long term effects 
of this continuing research 
can be seen in the fact that 
the death rate from heart 
disease has dropped nearly 
12 percent in the past ten 
years. 
(250,000 shares at 1 tenth of 1 
cent per share.) 
The 'Ports-Tel' equipment 
weighs about 3 pounds and is 
designed to retail for about 
$300 per unit. It is readily 
portable with a typewriter 
keyboard and a video 
readout screen and operates 
when both parties to a 
telephone call have a 
machine and the phone is 
rested in the eradle~ The 
writer selects any oae of the 
1,200 possible cedesthen 
types his message and the 
receiver eade the message 
on the screen. 
Specialized Systems have 
been in operation for Just 
over one year carrying out 
machine design, market 
tests and initial teat 
production. The test models 
have been produced by 
Shinwa Digital Corporation 
of Saltan~a, Japan~ The 
contract calls for delivery of 
at least 1,000 units per month 
starting in June 1978, Shinwa 
can deliver up to 20,000 units 
per .month. 
Regulatory authority 
approval will have to be 
obtained to any agreement 
reached between Vcatera 
and Specialized Syn.ten~ Inc. 
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Luso-Canadian lead soccer 
by Frank Verde 
Saturday Kitamaat 
Village and Eurucan played 
to a 2-2 tie. Alex Grant and 
Red Smith scored for the 
Village team and George 
Couto and L. Henderson for 
Eurocon. 
Sunday Luso beat A.W:T. 
8-0, E. Barbosa scored 4 
times, T. de Matos with 2, T. 
Santos and T. Riibeiro with 1 
each. 
i 
I EPSOM, England 
(Router) - -  Shirley Heights, 
an English colt owned by 
Lord Halifax andnridden by 
Greville Starkey, won the 
Derby today, beating Amer- 
ican-bred Hawailan Sound, 
with Willie Shoemaker up, 
by a head in the 1½-mile 
classic. 
A length and a half back in 
third place was Remainder 
r~ 
STANDINGS 
TEAM GP W L T F-A P 
LusoCanadi'_an . • 
Terrece Price Skeens 
Ewocan 
Al ta r  
Fun Centre• 
Ki~m_ aat Village 
Blackpool United 
A.W.T. Kitimat 
5 5 0 0 17-2 10 
5 4 I 0 27-2 .8 
5 3 1 1 21-5 7 
5 2 3 0 20-10 4 
5~2 3 0 8-20 4 
4121 8-6 3 
• 5 1 4 0 27.-8 2 
4 0 4 0 2-35 0 
precedan t set by 
British soccer star 
LONDO~/ (AP) - -  The 
transfer of Millwall 
goalkeeper Nick Johns to 
North American Foccer 
League team Tampa Bay 
Rowdies is seen in London as 
the start of a trend that could 
threaten the make-up of 
English League soccer. 
Johns signed for Tampa 
this week for $370,000 despite 
the fact that he was wanted 
In Terrace the Terrace by top English clubs Man- 
team handed Alcan its third 
defeat by the 3-1 margin. LEADING SCORERS 
Nick Kollias, Brian 
Dorrington and Peter 
Simpson scored for Terrace, NickKollias Terrace 9 
L. Kornst scored the Alcan BrianDorrington Terrace 8 
goal. , ~ . Alcan 8 
In Kitimat at 6:00 Fun SteveBrady 
Centre defeated Blackpcol 5- George Couto : Eurocan • 7 
4 with C Fei]o scoring 3 FernandoCabral Eurocan 6 
times, F. Silva and G. EdBarbosa L uso 6 
Arruda one each. FerBlaek- SteveBatty ~¢an 4 
pool it was L. Kanajamimls Joe de Mates Luso 4 
with2. L. Scott with I andN. 
I 
Cabral with 1 each. 
haly looks News Briefs Third base 
SCHOOL ESTABLISHED Brave  save  tops in CALGARY (CP) - -  Zdmek . . . .  
Fisera, one of about 2,500 NEW YORK (AP) - 
• ,u - -~ '~r  ]A --,~,CU" Calgariuns of Czech and Atlanta hopes that Bob 
Slovak origin, has helped Horner, the No. 1 pick 
establish, with assistance of Tuesday at baseball's free- 
MAR DEL PLATA, the Calgary branch of the agent draft '  of amateur. 
Argentina (Reuter) . Italy Czechoslovakian Association talent, will solve their third- 
scored two goals within a of Canada, the Czech and base problems. 
minute of each other and Slovak Language School of "Thare'snoseeretweneed 
went on to defeat Hungary 3- Calgary. For two years, a third baseman with 
1 Tuesday. children aged six to 12 have power," said Bill Lucas, 
been receiving language Atlunta's director of player 
The victory left them with instruction .two hours a personnel. "Red Gilbreath 
a placein the last eight of the week. is a fine third base-man but 
World Cup soccer finals all COVER SCRATCHES he doesn't hit with power." 
but in their grasp. Rub the meat of a walnut' Humor, 21, from Arizona 
into scratches on walnut- State holds the NCAA record 
The victo~ gave Italy a wood furniture--it covers for career homers with 56 in 
maximum for points from scratches  beaut i fu l l y  three varsity seasons. A 
their first two matches-they because it's the same color right-handed batter, Homer 
beat France 2-1 last Friday• as the wood. hit 25 homers and drove in ~8 
• funs-beth NCAA Division I 
°" em-'-er beaten records-in 57 games this Pendrsaoa.~ 
, year. 
Toronto. Blue Jays, who wins race  "by a head" in Derby had tbe No. 2pick, selected 
out-fielder-first baseman VICTORIA (CP) -  John 
Man, a40-to-I shotridden by Lloyd Mosbey of Oakland, MacLaurin's Pendragon of 
Tony Ires. Fourth was Calif. the California Yacht Club, 
Freaehbred Pyjama Hmit at Moseby, a power hitter, won the first offshore race 
22 to 1. Was signed and will play in Tuesday in the world three. 
Shirley Heighta went off at the Pioneer League at quarter ton fiveraee 
8 to l and Hawaiian Soand at Medicine Hat, Alta. yachting championships 
15 to ! in the field of 25, Toronto selected Tim being sailed here this week. 
Iucrman, the favorite at 4 to Thompson~ a first baseman, Pendragon was designed 
1, finished out of the money• in the sedl~d round, pitcher by Laurie Davidson of New 
Theracowasworth162,850 Mike Cullea in the'third Zealand and had Lowell 
($329,000) and the wioner e- reund, outfieldorMikeCoyuc North, an Olympic gold 
calved 98,410 ($199,000). in thefourth round and Dave medal winner, as one of its 
Stieb, a pitcher-out-fielder, crew. 
" - d '  in the day's final round. Bill Buchan's Sachen of 
• ~'~'* :.. :'~ ;Ug,an .a mayhave  : ~ In the secondaryphase for ~ .saattle--thls year's Swift- 
phiyers who were previously s ture  race winner--was 
contingent at Games drafted but not signed , second. In third place was 
Toronto selected James ChucolatoChipsofMlchigan, 
• t 
NAIROBI (Reuter) -- AfricaGamesinAlgiersnext Glean, 20,: a centre fielder, owned by Ronold Lester and 
Uganda may stillend a team month may also go to Ed- Montreal Expos, whohad Joe Goldberg. 
to the Commonwealth taunton, the ninth pick overall, picl~ed The race, originally 
Games in Edmonton. Glenn Franklin, a shortstop scheduled to be 129 mcles, 
An official of Uganda's Included onthe32-member f om Chipola, Fla. was reduced to 7# miles, 
National Council of Sport team that willcompete inthe The Expos second-round because of tuck of wind, but 
told Reuters news agency by Afl-Africa Games .is John pickwas traded to Baltimore during the night the 
telephone from Kampala Akllbua, the former 400- and Montreal took outfialder Westerlles picked' up to more 
that the track and field teem metre hurdles world record Stevon Michael of Arizona than 29 knots. 
that will compete in the All. holder. State in the third round. Both Pendragon and 
First baseman David Sachem hit logs during the 
night and were hauled out for Canadians pul l  Hostetler was. Montreal's 
• choice in the fourth round, repairs Tuesday. n
second round win Homer and the Braves The'next race will he a 25- 
don't-expect to have any miler today, to replace the 
TROON,'Scotland (AP) --  Fla,, 1.up and Roxburgh, the trouble reaching contract one abandoned on Sunday 
Graham Maclntyre, of Canadian amateur chain- agreement. The Braves plan because of lack of wind. 
Halifax and Doug Roxburgh pionnfour years ago, beat ,to send him to "Savannah; Sachen finished second in 
Vancouver won second- BilIMcGeaofChino, Callf.,7 Ga, their AA afflliate in the the only other race of the 
round matches at the British and 6. Southern League. ser ies andnPendragon 
amateur golf championship PaulMcKellar of Scotland, Lucas estimated that finished third. The winner of 
• Wednesday. seeded fifth, scored a 1-up Hornet would make .the that race, The Hagar of 
Maclntyre defeated John w~ over Bill Gibsbn of San parent club within 18 Seattle, was hot in today's 
McKey of Boynton Beacm, Antonio, Tax. months. ~l~ 10. 
Results TERRACE.  
chester United, Ipswich and 
West Bromwich Albion. 
In the past, players igned 
by NASL teams have tended 
to be either slightly past 
their prime or men who have 
not made the grade in the 
English First Division. 
The fact that Johns chcee 
• to cross the Atlantic rather 
than join a top English club 
~mphaelsee the appeal the 
game in America now has 
for top players. 
And the London Evming 
Standard said: Until now 
American clubs have paid 
big fees only for established 
First Division stars. The fact 
that they are now prepared 
to pay substantial money for 
young players from outside 
division one is a far greater 
threat o the fabric of league 
football. 
Certainly the money to be 
made from the game in 
America looks likely to 
tempt a great many more 
young English players _to 
chance their luck in the 
United States. .  
TOP PROSPECT 
Johns was regarded as one 
of Britain's best young 
goalkeepers and Tampa 
manager Gordon Jago 
discovered him playing 
semi.professionul football 
MINOR HOCKEY National'League 
Houston 000100102- - -4112 REGISTRAT ION 
Chicago 03010500x--9110 
Andu jar ( .~ .3) ,Zamora(6) ,  1978 1979 Season Sambito (7) and Baldwin; m 
RobOts (3-0), Moore (7), 
P,Reuschel (9) and Rader, 
llRs: ltou--Watson (6); " SATURDAY, JUNE 10, 1978 
Chi-- Xingman (11). . I)LARENOE Mli)HIEL SCHOOL G'/M 
by THE CANADIAN PR. 
~ternauon~ h00 p.m. TO 4:00 p,m. 
Tidewaters Rochester 2 OOST 
Richmond 6-1 Syracuse 2-2 , -  
Toledo 10 Charleston 3 
Pawtucket8 Coulmbus5 Bugs 7 & 8 years  $35.00 
Amer ican Associat ion 
Iowa 9. Oklahoma City 1 Pea  Wee Pups  
Wichita 6 Evansville 2
Indisnaposis 9 Denver 0 Pee  wee 
m.00 Vancouver 4 Tacoma 2 . Bantam 
San ,lose 6 Salt Lake 2 
TUcson 9 Phounlx 2 M i d g e t  
Spokane 4 Albuque 3 
j uven i le  
TIPS FOR FISHERMN 
FORT FRANCES, Ont. 
(GP) - -  The Ontario Safety TWO Members  of one  Fami ly  
League says precautions 
ea0h must be taken beluga fishing ~ s ~  
outings. These Include 
cleaning up Lhe tackle box 
and adding sparkplugs, Three  Members  of  One Fami ly  
• sheer pins, waterproof match-compass, a.da $100,00 for group 
first.aid kit, as well as 
always wearing a tightly- 
secured lifejacket. $1M.00 Maximum I)harge for Family. 
FEEL iS  IMPORTAN'T . . . . ~ m m A V l ~ . , . ,  
When bt,5,ing a hand tool, 
pick it up as though using it 
for an-actual project and 
make sure it feels right, " " 
THE HERALD, Thursday, June 8, 1978, PAGE S 
I 
when he was in charge of 
?,Dllwall. 
There were moves 
recently to stop loan tran- 
sfers between English clubs 
and American teams. 
Aston Villa provosed an 
end to these deals at the 
football league annual 
meeting last week.n n 
This move would have pre- 
vented such players as 
Trevor Francis (Detroit 
Express) and I Mike 
Flanagan (New England.Tsa 
Men) from playing in 'the 
NASL next season. 
Villa's motion was 
eventually withdrawn but it 
wau recommended that 
English football reopens 
talks with the NASL re- 
garding loan transfers. 
But the real threat to 
English soccer could lie with 
permanent ransfers. The 
American clubs have the 
money to sign top English 
players at will. 
And ff players of the ability 
of Johns continue to sign for 
NASL clubs on a permanent 
basis, the American league 
could become a ver~ real 
threat o the standard of the 
English League. 
kept listing all the local gods 
incarnate. 
VICTORIA (CP) --  New 
Westminster Junior Salmon- 
bellies olidified their grip on 
second place in the Western 
Canada JUnior Lacrosse 
League with a 17-8 victory 
over Victoria McDonalds 
Tueeday night. 
World-wide Karate 
discrepancies , 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  A 
quarrel at the international 
level threatens the Pan- 
American karate 
chamionship here June 16-18, 
Armand Jette, chairman of 
the organizing committee, 
said Tuesday. 
Jette said Hedetaka Mis- 
hiyama of Los Angeles-- 
exeeutive-direeter of the All- 
American Karate 
Federation and head of the 
Pan.Am Karate Union and 
the International Karate 
P 
~ The Novice Division Fireflghters scored the first goal of the game in Tuesday Lacrosse 
play at the Kitimat arena. The Firefighters went on to heat he Sharks by a score of 8 to 
7. In other Kitimat Minor Lacrosse games,' Deos Flower Power heat Dairy Queen by a 
score of 7 to 5, and the Elks heat Taste Freeze with a 4 to 3 score. 
, ,m rese l l  I I I I I  
New Westminster holds tight on second 
Ed Van Dyk scored three McDonalds hold third 
goals for Victoria and Jeff place with a 5-6 record. 
Whitney.Griffiths added two. 
FOR PRIVATE USEOR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
6afore you buy; investigate the advantages of this rent. 
to-own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. 'Why 
tie up your cash Or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 3& month lease 
said. "And the Karate 
• Popolaire du Quebec will 
carry on despite opposition 
from Mishiyama." 
• He said Mishiyama took 
exception to the committee 
employing its own adviser-- 
Teruyuki Okazaki of Mon- 
treal-and setting up its own 
medical hoard, n 
Jette said that as a result 
of the differences, 
Mishiyama is attempting to 
dissuade ntrants from the 
• United States and other 
Federatlon--has withdrawn countries from attending the 
his support of the Montreal Montreal meet. 
championship because of a Jette said seven per cent of. 
differenceofopinion with the members in the U.S. have 
organizing committee, broken away from 
"These ehampi0nfhips Mishiyama's group because 
• "he wears three hats" and were • given to Ca-ada at 
Lima, Paru, in 1975 by the attempts to rvm the sport on 
international bodies,"' Jette a world-wide basis. 
78 F 250 pickup 
$14e.o0 I~er month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
or simply return 
78 'Camaro HT 
$139,00 per month •
lease, end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
$99.00 per month 
lease end price 
$14@0.00 
] 
78 Econoline Van 
S136.00 per month 
lease end price 
SI,97S•00 
or simply return 
7S Zephyr Sedan 
S!24.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,825.00 
or simply return 
78 F150 4.x 4 
$155.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.00 
,or simply returnll or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COLLE  CT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.O.00479A 
78 C 100 CheY p~ 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
78 Dodge Van 
S129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
78 Olds Cutlass 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
Happiness is a Water Bed: 
~@ ' , ° 
$ 
Eoono 
Queen Size 
96 
Safety Uner 
Padded Frame & 
Head Board 
0.SEA, approved 
Heater 
Price in effect until June 24 
\ \ 
"By FRED ROTHENBERG 
..NEW YORK (AP) - -  
Cberlie Finley, owner and-- 
for allinte~, and purposes-- 
manager ~hf Oakland A's, 
was barking on the phone to 
:his field manager, •Jack 
McKeon, on Tuesday. 
"Hey Jack, who you got 
pitching on Sunday?" 
"(Pete) Broberg," an- 
swered MeKeon. 
"Scratch him, I got a 
replacement." 
"Who is he?" 
"Michael Thomas 
Morgan." 
"Ycah?" 
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L   :hisTi::p ' 
'* A's play circus with pitching   ,o .meStaff, o ,ore. 
"YeahI" 
"That's th ~. way to go 
boss."* 
Finley, the P.T. Baretml of 
the baseball world, had done 
it again, creating excitement 
and interest out of something 
as  mundane as Tuesday's 
freeagent baseball draft of 
amateur talent. 
Before he.even picked the 
18.year-old Morgan, n hard- 
throwing high school senior 
from Las Vegas, Finley had 
• A's,nleaders in the 
American League West. 
"He has a lot of poise," 
said Finley from his office in 
Chicago. "He told me he'd go 
out there Sunday on that 
mound, take command, take 
control and" challonge the 
hitterf. 
A COCKY CONFIDENCE 
"I think there is a danger 
of him getting his head 
knocked off. Bnt after 
talking with the kid, I 
• ha will be scat to Savannah 
of the Southern League for. 
seasoning. 
The right-handed Morgan, 
who struck out n l  batters in 
72 innings *for Valley High 
School this season, will be 
thrown right to the wolves 
Sunday when he faces 
Baltimore Orioles. 
It will be the third time 
High tide is at 4:20p.m. with 
13.2 ft. Douglas Channel 
fishing last night was good' 
for Shakers and the bonls 
that we had out, did well. 
The Channel is qqite 
murky on the village side 
and clear or elearlng on the 
Alcan side. 
I saw 20 Spring last night 
and of these 5 were over 
signed him to a bonus of realized there was no pos -~ 
more than $50,000. Then he slhility of his losing his can- 
decided to throw him into the fldence. He impressed me 
starting rotation for the very much with his cocky 
confidence." • 
Morgan was the fourth Uni ityj  k piayer . lec ted  in the draft, 
vers  o c which continues today. Until 
Finley went on his youth 
costs to be paid 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Sport 'CRIMV ACTIVITIES 
Minister Ions Campagnolo Pnghhadsaldrisingtravel 
today announced a $500,000 costs and reduced university 
federal grant to subfidize budgets had threatened to 
interprovincial travel costs put a crimp on in- 
for Canadian university terprovincial ath- 
athletic teams, leticnactivities in the West 
Mrs. Compagnolo told the and hampered evelopment 
Canadian Intercollegiate of a competitive program for 
Athletic Union's annual Memorial University in 
meeting that CIAU members Newfoundland. 
in Atlantic and wester=t Mrs. Campagnol0 said 
provinces would he eligible, Simon Fraser  University 
including non.member Si- was included in the subsidy 
,', mort Fraser University in program as a stimulus for 
. British Columbia• n : them to participate in more 
• ~i SimunFraser isnot part of competitions in Canada. 
At present,nSFU has 
the. 47.member gronp developed links with schools 
because it offers sport in the United States. 
scholarships which the CIAU "If western and eastern 
has always rejected, universities compete with 
kick, the majer interest of 
the draft fncm'nd on the 
domination by college World 
Series onntonders, Arizona 
State and Southern 
California. 
Arizona State had four 
players selected, including 
No. 1 pick Bob Honer by 
Atlanta Braves, while 
Sauthern Cal players were 
called six times. 
Homer, the NCAA career 
home run leader with 56, ex. 
Finley has made an instant 
major l~guer out o~ a high 
schoo~itcher. On July 16, 
l~l ,~ewKrausae pitched a
th~hi t  Shutout for ~he A's 
o~' the : then  Los Angeles 
A~els .  
Toronto Blue Jays, with 
the~ wont record in the 
American League last year, 
had the second choice and 
picked Lloyd Mosoby, an 
outfielder-first baseman 
f rom Oakland, Calif. A 
power hitter at six-fo0t- 
three, 200 pounds, Meseby 
was signed and will play in 
the Pioneer League at 
Medicine Hat, Alia. 
Montreal Expos, who had 
the ninth pick• over-ell, 
selected Glenn Franklin, a 
shortstop from Chlpola, Fla. 
S_p  
  '- pectrum 
MAKES WELSH ~TEAM Brescacin, wide receiver 
CARDIFF (Reutor) - -  Paul Sheehnn and dofonsive 
101bs. There are now same 
large Springs in the Kitimat 
River ton. 
I was asked where to go 
fishing on the week-end, and 
after some discussion it was 
decided that due to a fairly 
good stock in the freezer, of 
small fmh, I would head out 
and try for large fish in the 
entrance fa Bis]hop Bay or 
possibly a troll t ~  Fish 
Trap area. 
RE~EMB~-R WHEN . . .  
Bob Feller pitched his 
third straight shutout 37 
years ago today--in 1941--to 
give Cleveland Indians a 7-0 
victory over Detroit Tigers 
and stretch his streak of 
scoreless innings to 29. New 
York Yankees ended the 
string at 30 four days later. 
REMEMBER WHEN "... 
LOU Gchrig, then 21, took 
over at first base for New 
York Yankees 53 years ago 
today--in 1925---to begin an 
iron-man record untouched 
in modern baseball. In the 14 
years following 1925 Gobrig 
played 2,130 consecutive 
games for Yankees. He died 
June 2, 1941. 
Dutch Open 
Judokas 
In their first international 
competition I  well over a 
year, Canadian jt~dokas 
travelled to Kerkrade, 
Holland in April, for the 
Dutch Open Judo Chem- 
~iomhipe. 
Judo Canada felt this top 
level competition would 
provide an effective test 
against he best in Europe, 
including East and West 
Germany, the USSR, 
Britain, France, Hungary, 
and Belgfum. 
I n  under 60 kg, Phil, 
Takahsahi finished an  ex- 
cellent sixth in a field of 25, 
losing only to the evontual 
gold medallist, Andreas 
Grutza, of East'Germany, 
and bronze medalllst, Janes 
Meszares, of Hungary. 
The other Canadian en- 
tries fared well: Brad 
Fa~ow was in the top 12 out 
of 64 onmpetitore iBunder 65 
kg; Alain Cyr finished in the 
top 11 in a field of 60 in under 
71 kg; Tim Rirese wound up 
in the top eight out of 66 in 
undor 78 kg; Louis Jani was 
also in the top eight out ~ 64 
in under 86 kg; and Tom 
Greenway was sixth out of 57 
competitors inunder 95 h~. 
In ,over 85bg, Bill )~mson 
was eliminated from further 
competition nfter losing his 
first bout. 
"Although it was .d imp* 
painting because we .were 
shutout of the medals," says 
Howard Whcetloy, chef de 
mission, "the resulls were as 
predicted and are c~taluly 
satisfactory for this high 
level competition." 
• ' Details on distributioh and 
"accountab i l i ty  of funds still 
have to be worked out bet- 
were "CIAU and Sport 
Canada officials, she said. 
Sport Canada contributes 
about $150,000 annually to 
the CIAU and Mrs. Cam- 
pagnolo said th~ additional 
funds will come from her 
deparbnent's five-per-cent 
share of Loto Canada 
revenues. 
• "It's our responsibility o
establish equality of op- 
partunity . amongst 
theU.S, and ignore Canada it TonySimmons, thirdnfastest 
is detrimental to our man over 10,000 metres in 
country." the world this year, was 
John Dewar of '  the named Wednesday to the 
University' of Saskatchewan Welsh team for the .Corn- 
.said negotiations between monwealth Games in Ed- 
Sport Canada, western monto~. Simmons has a best 
universities and SFU ' are time this year of 28 minutes 
underway and there is a 16 seconds. His main rivals 
possibility of an agreement in Edmonton are likely to be 
to~ndude SFU in all western Konyan's Henry Roao, who 
athletic ompetitions in 1979- has a fastest doddng in 1978 
80. of 27:46.6, and Samson Ki- 
Mrs. Campagnolo said the mombwa,  holder of the 
.~ ~'ole of universities in sport world record 27:S0.S. 
will be to develop world- FALLS MEDICAL EXAM 
class athletes and coaches LONDON (Reutor) - -  
Canadianf," she said. 
Bob Pngh,nCiAU 
executive-director, said 
travel costs had become the 
nkmber one concern this 
year and the subsidy had 
been under considecation by 
• "the minister for some time. 
instead of stealing them David Williams, 21, 'the 
from other countries. English ' amateur light- 
A more-detoiled approach welterweight champion, has 
will be outlined in tbe.whita been ruled out of England's 
paper on amateur sport, hexing team far the Corn- 
expected to be tabled in the monwealth Games "after 
Commons later this sum- failing a medical 
met, she said. 
Fergie Jenkins 
"phenomenal" . 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS runs, cmarged to Boston 
Texas Rangers manager starter Bill Lee, 7-3, were 
'Billy Hunter hoped forna unearned because of three 
repeat pei'formaQce from errors by third bus~nan 
Ferguson Jenkins--and Butch Hobson and one by 
that's exactly what he got. shortstop Rick Burkson; 
"He's phenomenal,"  
Hunter said Tuesday night 
niter/watching the Chatham, 
Ont., native toss a four.hitt~ 
as the Rangers edged 
Kansas City Royals 2-1 in an 
American League baseball 
game. 
"He can really pitch to 
spots-and with the team he 
was facing, you really have 
to do that." 
Jenkias's effort repeated 
his performance ofApril 25 
when. he allowed the same 
amount of hits in downing 
the Royals 4-1. 
Elsewhere, Milwaukee 
Brewers dumped Detroit 
Tigers 5-1, Chicago White 
Sox blanked Cleveland In- 
dians 3-0, Oakland A's 
blasted Boston 'Red Sox 7-1 
and Seattle Mariners edged 
,New York Yankees 4-3. 
Jenkins had eight' 
strikeouts and only one walk 
in his masterful per- 
formance. Denncs Leonard, 
4-9, who lost to Fergnson the 
last ime, was again the loser 
Tuesday night. 
Bobby Bonds's fifth.lnning 
home mn backed Jonkins's 
splendid performance and 
proved to he the winning 
margin. 
Bump Wills singled after 
Juan Beniquez doubled in the 
third inning for T~xas's 
other run. George ~rett 
homered in the fourth inning 
for Kansas City's lone score. 
Brewers 5 Tigers 1 
Gorman Thomas hit a two. 
run homer andPaul Molitor 
added a solo shot to pace 
Milwaukee Brewers to a 5.1 
triumph over Detroit Tigers. 
Law Soronson, 7-4, pitched. 
his seventh complete game 
in a rov~, tying a Brewers 
record set last season by 
Jerry Augustine. 
White Sox 3 Indians 0 
Francisco Barrios .scat- 
tered seven hits to pace the 
White Sox, who won their 
ninth gamein their last 10, to 
the win over Cleveland, 
Barrios, 4.5, allowed lreo 
walks and struck out three. 
A's 7 Red Sox 1 
Rookie Taylor Duncan 
drove in four runs with his 
first two American League 
hits, n double and a three-run 
• homer, to lead Oakland past 
Beston. The first six A's 
•. examinat ion.  Wi l l i ams 
, ,,~m:e~,~t ,the'no~ in a'~tter 
Wedneaday fromnthe ' Eng- 
Mariners 4 Yankees 3 
Pinch-runner Jose Basz 
scored from second on an 
~error by second baseman 
Willie Randolph in the ninth 
inning to give Seattle the win 
over New York. 
Orioles 8 Angels 8 
Larry Harlow collected 
three hits off Nolan Ryan 
and added three stoles bases 
to pace a 12-hit assault 
against the California ce as 
the Orioles won their seventh 
game in a row. Eddie 
Murray also had three hits 
off Ryan and reliever Dyar 
Miller and drove in a polr of 
runs. The loss was the third 
in a row for Ryan, 36, who 
has allowed 16 earned runs in 
his last 16 1-3 innings. 
Cubs get 5th win 
CHICAGO (AP) - Dave 
Kingman's grand siam 
homer and a three-run 
double by pitcher Dave 
Roberts powered Chicago 
Cubs to their fifth victory in 
a row, d9-4 decision Tuesday 
over Houston Astros. 
Kingman's homer was his 
llth of the season and the 
seventh grand slam of his 
career. It came in the sixth. 
inning off reliever Oscar 
Zamora. With one out cut in 
the sixth, Roberts ingled for 
his second hit and Ivan De 
Jesus drew a walk. Zamorn 
i'eplaced loser Joaquln Glover, linnhachers Fredn. 
• And~ar, 3-3, and yielded a Brown, KevinSoott and Rod 
run-scoring double to Greg Bagley, tight end J. P. 
Gross. Larry Biitther was 
lish Amateur Boxing Aeseci- 
ation, which did not say why 
he had failed the medical. 
WINS CYCLE TROPHY 
DOUGLAS, Isle of Man 
(Renter) - -  Charlie Mor- 
tin)ore of Britain won the 
Junior (mOec) Tourist rophy 
motorcycle race Wednesday. 
Charlie Williams of Britain 
was second and Northern 
Ireland's Tom Herron, who 
won the. senior. (560ce.) 
Monday', third, Me,  while, 
Pat H~men of California, 
who crashed on the last lap 
of the senior ace, remained 
on the critical ist and was 
still unconcious. 
TURNS DOWel OFFER 
CINCINNATI (AP) -- Jan- 
(pies Demers has turned 
down an offer to continue 
~naching Cincinnati Slingers 
• the World Hockey 
Association, executive vice- 
IX~ident Bill DeWitt Jr. 
said Tuesday. Jerry Rafter, 
director of player personnel, 
also has loft thec lub .  
Deners's depantuze came. 
days! after the Stingers 
achieved goal of selling 5,OOO 
seamm tickets, which l~r- 
mitred them to remain in 
10ualness here. 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
BASEBALL 
American League 
Oakland A'f sign pitcher 
Mike Morgan; place out- 
fielder GTenn Burke on the 
15-day disabled list; call up 
outfielder Mark Budaskn 
from Vancouver of the 
Pacific Coast League. 
Toronto Blue Jays sign 
outfcelder-fint baseman 
Lloyd Meseby. 
FOOTBALL 
CFL 
Brithh Columbia Liens re- 
lease defensive end"Rich 
@ 
'given an intentional walk, 
and Kingman followed with 
his homer, a 400-foot blast. 
The Cubs loaded the bases 
in the second inning.on a 
single by Bobby Mercer and 
walks to Steve Ontiveres and 
Dave Ruder before Roberts 
doubled in all three runners. 
Roberts, 3.0, gave up Bob 
Watson's sixth homer in the 
fourth, but the Cobs got it 
back in their half of the in. 
sing on a single by Gross, 
who scored on a double by 
Biittner. 
: / "In t. ' "~' 
Some' say sneezingbefore a 
j ourney  is a bad  s ign .  
~hach Dun'.Guy. 
Calgary Stampeders 
release linebucker Mike 
Lambrof, wide receivers 
Larry Giles and Frank 
Saeilotto, kicker Mike 
Karpow, running back Jim 
mB A .o 
Major League stats 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS Pitching (6 decisions):  
National League Bonbam, Cincinnati, S-O, 
1.000; Zanhry, New York, 6- 
Mossop, centre Cameron Doubles: Simmons, St. 
Prange and quart~bnck Joe ' Lonb, 19; Rose, Cincinnati, 
Davis. ' "16; Howe, Houston, 16. 
Edmonton Eskimos 
release offensive tackle 
Dave Green and offensive 
guard Luther Dixon. 
Toronto Argonauts sign 
eentre-gual'd Ralph Hell; 
announce that offensive 
tackle Mike Ohrovae and 
running back Joe Thompson 
bare loft camp. 
NFL 
New York Jets trade 
defensive tackle Carl Bar- 
zilannkns to Green .Bay 
Packers for  a~ pair,of 19'/9 
p 
' aocKEY " . .  ~ -~. 
NHL n 
Atlanta Flames sign 
forward Gene Cart to a 
multi-yser contract, n
Lof Angeles Kings sign 
forward Larran Holmes. 
Toronto Maple Le,i~s ign, 
defencean Grog Hotham. - 
Vancouver Cauuclm sign 
centre Roland Erikssan to n 
two-ear contract. 
i 
IT'S POWERFUL 
CALGARY (CP) -- 
Calgary Power Ltd., which 
generates two-thirds of 
Alberta's power 
requirement, is the 0nly 
power company with an]/ 
hydroelectric genrafion in 
the province. The utility 
operates 13 plants in the 
Alberta Foothills and has a 
total power-generation 
capacity of 2,654 megawatts. 
I, .257. 
Str ikeouts: Richard,  
Houston, 99; Niekre, 
Triples: Grass, Chicago,5; Atla~ta, 79. 
Clark, San Francisco, 5; 
Muzcer, Chicago, 4; Randle, AMERICAN LEAGUE 
New York, 4; Garner, Pitt- Doubles: Brett, Kansas 
sburgh, 4; Fester, Cin- City, 15; Buzleson, Besthn, 
cinnati, 4; Richards, San 
Diego, 4. 
Home runs: Kingman, 
Chicago, 11; Foster, Cin- 
eianaU, 11; Monday, LOS. 
Angeles, l l ;Bench ,  Cin- 
eiunaU, 10. 
Runs batted in~ Fester, 
Ciadanati, 42; Montones, 
14~rJples: Cow~s, Kansas 
City, 6; Rice, Boston, 5; 
Rivers, New York, 5. 
Home rims: Ricer;Boston, 
19; Baylor, Califot~ia, 14. 
Stolen bases: Wilson, 
Kansas City, 2li Cruz, 
Seattle, 20. 
New York, 38. Pitching (6 decisions) : 
.. Stolen. bases:  .Moreno, GQi .dr.~,, NewY~k,8-0; I ,N0;  
Pittsburgh, 24; Cedeno, Kern, '(~l~|i/~l~" ~1: ' ,~3;  
Houston, 18. Gale, Kansas Cdy, 5-1, .833. 
"'TICKETS,' 
KITIMAT LIONS OLUD 
First Prim - Trip to Amsterdam 
Seoond Prm" - $260,00 
no.as To soem .som.H 
Available By Mailing Form To: ' 
Kitimat & District Soccer Assoc. 
Box 314, Kitlmat, B.C. 
NAME~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . .  
NO. of T ICKETS__ . . __ . - - - _  XS1.00 "1" 25c handlin! 
'. To ta l s .  
Tickets may be purchased 
at the Bay Coffee Shop 
Lottery Ticket Lic. No. 26031 
g 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY SCHOOL, 
DATES: 
August 22, 1978 to September 1, 1978 
No Hockey on Sunday, August 27, 1978. 
ENROLLMENT: 
Section "A '  '7 &8years . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40 Boys 
Section "B~' 9,10 & 11 years. ............................................. 34 boys 
,, , 34 Section .~ 12,13&14years ............................................. boys 
. TOTAL 108 
PLACE: TE~RRACE ARENA 
COST: 
Section "A"  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $35.09 
Section "B"  &"C' :  ......................................... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $65.00 
ICE T IME:  
#,  I#  ' ' " '~  Section A ........................................................ 1 Hourperday 
Section "B"  & "C"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. -'.. • 31/2 Hours per day 
Total of Ten Days 
INSTRUCTION: 
AL L.~,~3CAL INSTRUCTORS ' 
Each day will deal with specific hockey and skating skills. Basics will be stressed. 
It is the Intention of Terrace Minor Hockey to.provide an enloyable controlled, 
lear~n~.~ situation at reasonable cost. , 
REGISTRATION: , 
Will be taken at time of registration for r~lnor hockey. 
Saturday -.June 10, 1976 
Clarence Michael School 
I~ither full registration fee can be paid or we will accept 50 percent as a deposit with 
the remainder being payabte at Hockey School Commencement. 
Rib Roast 
'"'rnm'n'A St9 s Inspected, lh, 
Grade 
Pork Loin 
Whole or 
Half Loin 
Roast 
, :159 
iWhole TomatoesJ 
*°'n-- 2 1 Choice Qu?lJty, 
19 fl, oz, tan or 
Flavour Crystals 
Empress Brand. A 
Orange Flaveured. ~)  ~ C 
Paokap of ~A<, iO~ 
4-31/2 oz, Packages ~.~ 
Bananas 
°3  
From 4/99 hntrai C 
Amerioa lb, 
Tomatoes 
B,0, Grown, 
Hot House. 7 9 C 
Ganada NO. 1 Grade Ib, 
Prices Effective 
Juno 7th to 10th 
In Terrace Safewav Store 
Sales in Retail Quantities only. 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and fo retain any answers 
directed to•the 'Herald Box 
Reply service, andto, repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental• 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avold loss. 
All daims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
recalved by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad. 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid hy,the ad. 
vertlse¥ for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
partion of the edvertlslng 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
The history department a
CLASSIF IED RATES Northwest Community 
College will be organizing a 
LOCAL ONLY: series of open dLs~issien 
20 words or less S2.00 .per meetings on "Why 
;nsertlon, over 20 words S Revolut ions?",  "Why 
cents per word. Ware?", a closer look at the 
3 or more consecutive In. interre lat ion between 
sertlons Sl.50 per Insertion. political, social and 
economic factors in 
domestic and international 
relations in the 20th century. 
Anyone interested is 
welcome to attend the first 
meeting on Thm'sday. May 
18, from7-10p.m, in room 206 
on the college campus to 
watch and discuss 90 
minutes of animated films on 
"The History Book" which 
focuses on ~e time period 
fxom the 1800's to today. 
This b a free community 
service which will cenUoun 
until June 15. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged ~or 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely.no refunds.after 
ad has been set. • 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.2~; mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL.  POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
Ikl.60 pe r column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS' 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month hasls only. 
DEADL INE 
NOTICE 
than the amount paid for DISPLAY: 
such advertising. 4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
Advertisements must publication day. 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act CLASSIFIED: 
which prohibits any ad. 1:00 p.m. day prior to 
vertlslng that discriminates publlcatton day. 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, SarvlcachergeofSS.00eaell 
color, nationality, ancestry N.S.F. cheques, 
or place of origin, or because 
his age iS between ,14 and 65 WEDDING DESCRIP- 
years, unlesstheconditlon Is TIONS: 
justified by a bona fide No charge provided news 
requirement for the work submitted within one month. 
involved. $5.00 production charge for 
iweddlng a .~l~.~t" emgag.emant~ .~.:,. ~ 
" - ~- ,,, ; ~ , "~: (write:ups) ricelgid/;on(~,~-"~*- 
Published at Terrace month or more after event 
B.C. 5 days a week zig.go "charge, with or 
without pldure. Subject to 
Men..Frl. mornings condensatl0n. Payable In 
advance. 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack ' .  
32, BICYCLES, 
MOTORCYCLES 
33. F0R SALE 
• MISC. ' 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cords of Thanks 5.50 
Momorlal Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising DePt. 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  mth  3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By  Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior  Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635.6357 
HoME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The Terrace Dance 
Association will be 
presenting a Dance Seminar- 
Workshop on June 24th and 
251h tO be held at Clarence 
'Ml~hl*el Elementary School, 
Terrace, B.C. This weekend 
Is open to all Individuals over 
age 6. 
Miss 'Shells Marshall a 
member of the .Royal 
Academy of Dancing trained 
at the Rae Burns Dance 
School, the Wynne Shaw 
School of CDanca and Three 
Summer Sessions at the 
Banff School of Fine Arts. 
There will be four 
categories available Ba!le.t, 
Tap, Modern.Jazz and, 
Acrobatic.Gymnastic 
Dancing. Fee of $20.00 will 
cover,any or all sedlons 
taken over the two days. 
Registration forms may .be 
obtained et Terrace Slght 
and Sound or Terrace Public 
Library. Please pre register 
by June ,6, ]978 to P.O. Box 
256, Terrace, B.C. VeG 4A9 
L 
Thursday, June 8th 7:00 p.m. 
Films to he shown'next door 
16'~ LOST 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens o~  the  
Terrace and Thornhlli area 
the following services - 
- Activity Centre for hen. 
dlcrafts 
. Day Care for worl~lng 
people 
- Drep.ln for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation availahle. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
• WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any. 
old, broken or used places of 
furniture, also any discarded 
woud products we could use 
fur recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements ,for 
pickup. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB .. 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747.or 635.3023. 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would epproclate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc.. for their 
• THRIFT SHOP.. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 6~5.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle 'Ayenue on 
Saturdays be{ween 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
PARENTS I1~ CRISIS ~" 
Are you making •your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell et your children,. 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control your .angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
(to Kalum Kabs) about 
alcohol and drugs. For more 
intormatlon contact: Rob ) structive parent you really 
(streetworke'r), JoAnna - want to be. 
6.15-4780, Maruean - 635.4750 All Inquires absolutely 
m m  
B.C.O.A.P.O. - Annual Fa~ll 
Bazaar. N avember 18th 
1978. Arena Banquet Room 
Terrace Jaycees Installation 
Ball at Lakelse Hotel, June 
10, 197S. Cocktplls 7 p.m. 
Dinner 8 p.m. Dancing 9:30 
• p.m.' Tickets $15 couple at 
Sears. 
Is your son Ifiterest~ in 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop Is faking pre 
registration for 5eptemher. 
Max number will be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635-3553. Fees will be 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone Ih- 
terested In helping with 
Scouts please call . 
The Terrace Dog Club will 
held Its monthly meeting, 
Wednesday, June 1Mh 8:38 
p.m. at the Thornhlll 
Community Hall. 
The Terrace Dog Club will 
host the monthly Flea 
Market at the Thornhlll 
Community Hall, Sunday, 
June 11th, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 
35c admission at the door. 
For further Information call 
: 635.4217 
Help the Golden Rule. Boy a 
raffle ticket on return air 
fares. Drew July 1st. Attend 
1000 dollar bingo on June" 11 
at Thornhlll Community 
Centre. Added door prizes. 
Sponsored by the Kermode 
Friendship Society. 
' BATH FOR' THE HEAD 
Beethoven poured Cold 
water over 'his head to 
stimulate the brain. 
confidential. ", 
Phone &~, .r.y.o.r_Joh_ n .6~-4419 
A Heather.Tartan Society is 
being formed with the In. 
forest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events.. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.24.% as soon as possible. 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635.7SS0 
OR 
. . . . .  ~ . m g  
(¢tf) 
~-k'-eena D'lstrict Gil:'l "Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of .a Lend'Ranger 
Compsny In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14' and 18 who are in. 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
'Mllls Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. DroF/in on Saturdays 
from 11:00 - 4:30 P.m. 
V 
;,Velght Watchers meeting 
held every Tueldaynt 7p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
s.E'x, be l~ ,~.,~., 
Karen Kale of the National 
Ballet of Canada Js set to star 
in her ownCBC.TV Special to 
be toped in November. 
'PEASANTS ARE STAI~ 
The Italian film The Tree 
of Ctols, wldch won the 
award for b~t film at this 
year's Cannes Flhn Feetlval, 
store real Italian peasants. 
t 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CH ILD HEALTH CON.. 
FERENCES. 
. Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:S0 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
polntment. 
- Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
"wr l f fen consent for Im- 
munizatton. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are hold at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at" Intervals .for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and reglstratloo. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing cane In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
front their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
'For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday af- 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:38 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public heal .th Inspectors 
are: now. situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done by 
cloctor, s referrals. :Tel  No. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.20S-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Lon~ Term 
Care. "' " 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lezelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and so¢lel 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
• ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
):louse wiring. 
; 635-5076 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonahle rates'. 
193 ! Queensway Dr. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the iobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
GEMINI EXCAVATING " 
' LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
63S.3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greanware, elr  brushing 
available - coefom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. / 
635-9393 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE KTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals'and bafferles. 
Location. Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
Lost from the 3300 Block of 
Thomas. Small black female 
cat with white spot under 
chin. Wearing yellow collar 
and goes by the name of 
Sarah. Reward offered. Call 
635.2148 or 638-1064. (ctf) 
A white long haired female 
cat with green-yellow eyes. 
She's two years old. Missing 
' frorn the lower Albatross 
area of Kitlmat. Any In. 
formation would be ap. 
preclated; Contact 69 Brant 
or call 632.2924. (sff) 
Lost: Ladies Bulova .~. 
cutron ,~. ~ .  .~t i :~,clse 
Lake i(e~verd 
• offered. Phone (.o; 2667. (p2- 
6)  
Kltlmat Child :' 
Development Centre 
requlres Sept. 1st 197S 
PRESCHOOLSUPER- 
VISOR 
Experience preferred 
with 
SPECIAL NEEDS 
CHILDREN 
Apply before June i 1978 
to: 
Ms. Jennifer Davies, 
Executive Director, 
Child Development Centre, 
172.3rd St. Kitimat, B.C. VBC 
2He 
(Ci2.7, th f-lu.) 
Full or part-time. Here isan 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 . $8 per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(eft) 
Live-in manager for apart- 
ment building. 638-1032 (c3. 
6) 
Need immediately in 
Terrace; 3 Avon represen- 
tatives to work In following 
areas: Keith to Graham, 
between " Kenney - and 
Molltor; Straume and 
Hamer from Sparks to 
Kalum and trailer court; and 
Queensway, Bobslen to 
Kitsch. For more In- 
formation call Margret at 
635-3166 (c2.6) 
1976 250 "YZ Yamaha 
motorcross bike. S850 Phone 
635.3888 after. $ (c3-8) 
For Sale: 1 used electrolux 
vacuum cleaner with power 
nozzle, In very good con- 
dition. Phone 635'6672 (p3-7) 
• Cabin tank for pickup.truck. 
16.6 gallons, 84rack player 
with quick release bracket. 
Phone 635.6516 (c5-9) 
18 cu. ft. deep freezer. 2 year 
old. Viscount 635.5888 (p3,7) 
For Sale: Household fur- 
nlture. Dinette suite, 
bedroom suite, living room 
suite etc. Phone 635.3117. 
(p5-7) ' 
FOR SALE: 
.Private Art Collectionll 
.Acryllcs, oils '& water- 
oolours by: 
.A.M• Nehrlng, W. Hum. 
phrey, Irene Homer, 
-S. Sands, etc. 
• Old bottles, dated pre-1905 
.Misc. Items 
-.2 complete Beds, 39"x60" 
.Corner Lamp Table 
.Bays' Hockey Skates, Size 3, 
CCM, perfect condition 
.Please Phone 635.6843 
onyt!me. 
~f lce Space for Rent: 2700 
sq. ft. on Grelg Ave., 
Reasonable rent. Lease 
available. Phone 635.7266. 
(ctf) 
Reg is tered  Go lden  
Retreiver. 6 weeks old $185 
Phone 846-5455 Smlthers. 
(c5-12) 
For Sale: 18' aluminum 
Riverboat, 70 h.p. Jet and 
trailer. Plus accessories. 
Contact Paul 624-3434 after s 
p.m. Prince Rupert (c6-7) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
onlyleft. One with creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. VgN 4B4 phone 
339.4736 (c50-July1) 
18' Cabin Cruiser and trailer 
635.5088 (p3-7) 
Chris-Craft 2Sx~6". l"otally 
refll!ed. As new, sink, head, 
stove, dinette, sleeps 4 to 8, 
moorage, tandem trailer. 
Aux. engine, dingy, depth 
sounder, gas snlffor, swim 
grid, trim tabs. Phone 635- 
7191 or 635-6689 (p3-8) 
1968 Lincoln Welder Model 
SA 200 can be vle~ved at rear 
of Pacific Northern Gas Ltd.; 
2900 Kerr Street, Terrace. 
Sealed bids will be accepted 
up to June 38th. Highest or 
any bid not necessarily 
accepted, (cS-8) 
For Sale: 1965 Massey 
Ferguson. Leader. Backhoe. 
Power train. Completely 
rebuilt. Call 635.7889 after 6 
.(p5-1O) 
Build your home. among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,~0.00 Offers. Phone 635- 
$102 after 6 and weekends. 
(p3-1) 
For Sale: 80x100' lot. View! 
at McNeil St., Thornhlll. On • 
water system. Asking $6,000. 
Phone 635-7540 o f  635-~056 
(cfflu4) 
Successful store for sale In 
Terrace. Complete with 
equipped butcher shop, 8 
coolersand freezers. I walk. 
In, 3 bedroom dwelling at- 
Room for Rent: .New large 
housekeeping room suitable 
for working man, stove, 
frldge, everything furnished. 
Central location, separate 
entrance, parking, end 
cablevlslon .supplied. 635. 
2145 "(p3-7) 
I - 3 bedroom duplex" rent. 
No pets allowed. Close to 
schools 635.6502 635-2182 
(p5-7) 
! 
For Sale: 1973 Mazda RX3 
Phone 638.8322 after 6 (clO. 
14) 
1 - 69 Dodge Polara 318. 2 
barrell carb, auto trans. S400 
Phone 635.2776 (p3.7) , 
For Rent: 1 bedroom fur- 
n!shed house in Thornhlll. 
Phone 635.5775 (pl.6) 
1971 Toyota Landcruiser 
with wide tires plus set spare 
tires with rims. View at 513S 
McConnell 638-1517 or 635- 
4380 (plO.6) 
1972 Toyota long-wheel base 
• Landcruiser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare tire, roof 
rack, good condition, View 
5135 McConnell 638-1517 or 
635-4380 (p10-6) 
~For Rent: 3 bedroom house. 
Available Immediately 627- 
730S co)lect efter S (p2-7) 
4ATTrackersoo15xlOCDN MTGE HELPER - GOOD 
rims, GM.Chev, Phone 635. INVESTMENT 
5092 (cff) 1072.72A and 72B River Dr., 
Thornhlll, s-s duplex and 1 
For Sale: 1" electric bedroom house on large 
secretary, ,1 400 amp corner lot. 20yrsold. 3sep. 
weldlnggenerator, I electric meters, tenants pay own 
welder, 1 canopy for 8' PU utilities. Total monthly rent 
box. 635.7096 after 6 (p3.8) $420. 'To view call 635.7810,, 
Offer to $40,500. CHADE. 
Two boy's bikes.' Good 435.1471, Block Bros. Realty. 
oondltlon. Sofa bed and (A 2.18,19.2-1,2-2.6,7) 
maternity clothing, size 12. 
14. Phone 63S.3919. (cl-7) 
Guaranteed Used Ap. 
pllcances 
Coronado Washer & Dryer. 
$299.9S .: 
Westinghouse Gold Auto 
Washer. S199.95 
EnterprlseGold Electric 
Range. $249.95 
Maytag ~,vacado Top Load 
Dishwasher. S199.95 
J 
WestinghouSe Gold 
Eledrlc Range1. $279.95 
Maytag Ava(~d() Porte 
Dryer • $99.9S 
Totem Furniture & App 
and Appliance 
638-1158 
BORN IN INDIA 
Rudyard KIp..S wan b~ 
in Bombay, India on,,n,~ee. 30, 
1885. 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
eel(lag $1000 and 1976 Kx'250 
motocress Kawaski like new 
asking $1,000 638-1483 (cff) 
1975 Plymouth Vallent 318 
automatic, p.s., p.b., low 
mileage. 2 door H.T. Phone 
635-4597 (p6-6) 
tached. One rental house, I I 
occupled, 3 bay garage all on For Sale: 1974' Bendix 
ena acre of land. Annual ILeadertraller. 2bedroom. I 
sales almost double eaklng IReverse aisle, Front I 
prlce. Assumable mortgage. Ikltcben, patio doors and I 
Call 63S.S202 for detalls. I sondeck" Phune 63S-440S I 
(p20-17) I (offlu14) I 
. For Sale Prime Tire 
Business with gas service 1975 12X66 3 bedroom 
etc. -. 4 bedroom home, Elmonte (Glendale) trailer, 
completely furnished, 1V2 2 joey shacks, 1 fully in- 
beth, many extras, situated sulated. Fireplace and 
68 miles north of Terrace. covered porch. Set uP, and 
Apply C.  Rifler, Box 183, skirted at 27 Timberland 
Terrace, B.C. 633.232,6 (ctf) Trailer Park 635-7645 after S 
p.m. (p10.15) 
AUTOMOBILES--- 
1975 Valiant Custom, 13000 
mi. p.s., p.b., electric rear 
window defogger, block 
, heater, premium condition. 
Phone 63S-5102 after 
6 & weekends. (AS-el 
• 1977 Ccmero 350 4 speed, p, 
windows, p.b., tilt steering, 
p.s., $5 ,~ O.B.O. Phone 685- 
2716 after 6 (pS-1,2,5,6,7) 
For Sale: Buick 1967. Good 
running condition. Best 
offer. Also 1 pair Dayton 
Cork boots. Size 10 635-5775 
(I)2-7) 
1974 Ford ~/~ ton pickup 360 
motor auto, Radial tires, 
eledronlc Ignition. Phone 
635.9580 after 4 (c4-9) 
For Sale: 1975 Mustang 
Mach.I. Excellent condition, 
2%000 miles. Lots of ac- 
ceasorles. Must sell before 
July 1st. Phone 63S-9750 ~pS. 
10) 
1974 Montage 4-door Sedan, 
$4500 miles, Can be viewed at 
rear of Pacific Northern Gas 
Ltd., 2900 Kerr Street. 
Sealed bids will• be accepted 
up to June 9, 1978. Attention: 
Mr. K. Irwin. Highest or any 
bid not nocusserlly accepted. 
(cS.6) 
For Sale: 12x60 1973 
Canadlana 2 bedrooms with 
frldge, stove, washer and 
dryer. Asking $11,000 
negotiable. Phone 635.7697 
(ctflulO) 
56' Safe,Nay doublewide• 
Includes all major, ap- 
pliances, large garden shed 
and fencing.~.3 bedrooms, 2 
full bath, and fireplace. Sat 
up and fully skirted In 
cedar• View at No• 3]-4619 
Queensway Drive (T:.m- 
berland Trai ler Park 
Phone 635.9429• (cff) 
REPOSSESSIONS 
We have a limited number of 
12', 14', and 24' wide In ex- 
callent condltlon. 
NO DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Purchase Includes dellvery, 
set up and furnlture. (On 
approved credit). 
If you quality we will fly, 
you in at our expense. 
Hurryl.  These won't lastl 
Call our credit manager' 
collect at 
684.0024 
Tar.Star 
Mobile Homes 
835 Granvlle 
• - Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 1~'7 
(a10.7) 
For Sale: 3 beclroum s'p'i 4
level - bench area. 4 years I 
ft ' at I0V/4 percent I 
ssumable mortgage. More I
formation 635.3320 after ~i 
.m. (p10.1O) , | 
I 
3 bedrooms In town• 
Pheasant St. 6 year old 
hQuse. Asking t64,000 ¢15. 
7796 (pS.1O) 
Cottage for sale, west side 
Lakelse Lake. Reasonable, 
Owner will carry egreement 
of saleto right party. Phone 
564-2994 (c6-11) 
Wanted to rent: 2 or 3 
bedroom house. Phone after 
6 638.8325 (p5.8) 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets  ' 
26" x 36" 
12 ,heats only- 3 .76  
THE DAILY HERALD 
3212 h im St. Terrace 
are  holding a special I 
meeting, Thursday, June 8 
at the Green Room, : 
Terrace Hotel at ?: 30 
for contract negotiations ' 
I i 
f , 
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Unique 68' mobile home, 
gal ley kitchen, separate 
dining room wilh dining 
room with patio doors. Set- 
up in very quiet, small court. 
Phone 635.5645 (c5-8) 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. SetuP and skirted In 
trailer court in town. Will 
sell furnished or un- 
furnished. Phone 635.9046 
even. (pl0-Jul) 
FOR SALE BY BID 
Good and 'chattels of Copper 
Mountain Automotive Ltd. 
Situated at 208 Skinner Ave•, 
Terrace, B.C. THE GOODS 
MAY BE VIEWED Monday 
Evening, June 12, 1978. Bids 
may be submitted in writing 
to Security Bailiffs Ltd. P.O. 
BOx 222, Kitlmat, B.C• no 
later than June 16, 1978. (c9- 
7) 
i (~)  ,.~.o, . ......... j I I d~ ¢olumdda FomslS 23x56 Doublewide, major 
appliance and garden shed - Sealed tenders for the 
fenced. Situated on lot fully fol lowing stand fending 
skirted complete fenced, contract(s) will be received 
View at 31 T imber land by the District Forester, 
Trailer Court, 4619 Queen- Min is t ry  of Forests, 
sway. (Ctf) Prince Rupert, B.C on 
the dates shown below. 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
635-3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhill. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-7117 (ctf) 
12x68 Mobile Home. Reverse 
isle. $9,000 O. B.O. Phone 635- 
3304 (p3.8) 
For Sale: 1968 Imperial 
Trailer 10'x36' 635.-7860 
(c5.7) 
f 
For Sale: 12x68 trai ler on 
treed and landscaped lot. 
Copperside Estates 12x20 
addition, sundeck, garden, 
shed, playhouse, garden, 
hothouse. Phone 63S.4449 
eves. (c5.71 
12x68 Safeway. Furnished. 
8x10 heated ioey shack. 
Phone 635.9323. (p10-71 
@ 
Inviation to Tender 
Town of Smithers, B.C. 
Sidewalks - 1978 
Tenders for the supply of 
sidewalks will be received by 
the Town of Smithers up to 
3:00 p.m., local t ime, 
Wednesday, June 21st, 1978. 
All tenders must be sub- 
miffed to the Office of the 
Treasurer in a sealed en- 
velope, c lear ly  marked  
' ' TENDER FOR 
SIDEWALKS - 1978". 
Tenders will be publicly 
opened at the above stated 
time in the Council Cham- 
bers of the Town Office. All 
tenders will be examined 
and submitted to Council for 
awarding at fhe Regular 
Council Meeting of June 
27th, 1978. 
The work is comprised of 
base preparation, the supply 
of material and construction 
of approxlmafely 950 meters 
of 1.5 meter width sldewalk. 
Tender Inquiries shall be 
directed to the undersigned. 
A. DeEIIIon, 
Director of Works and 
Engineering 
Town of Smithers, 
P.O. BOx 879, ,~ 
Smlthers, B.C. (847-3251) 
(c5-12) 
, Mills Memorial 
Hospital 
Terrace 
Tenders will be received 
by the Administrator of Mills 
Memorial Hospital, Terrace, 
B.C. for fhe following work 
during the summer months, 
1978: 
- Mowing andupkeep of 
lawns 
- Upkeep and maintenance 
of flower gardens and shr, ubs 
- Minor improvemenfs to 
the property including some 
fencing and some lawn 
planting. 
Please contact the Ad- 
minlstrater, Mills Memorial 
Hospital for complete 
details. Tenders will be 
received up till 1600 hours, 
Thursday, June 15, 1978. (c5. 
6) 
FOR SALE 
BYTENDER 
ASSETS OF DEASE 
DEV E LOPME NTS LTD. 
Real estate and chattels 
situated in Dease Lake, 
B.C. formerly operated as 
the "Dease Inn". Sale Is 
under direct ion of R.E. 
Jamison as receiver- 
manager and Is subject to 
approval of the courts. For  
further Information contact 
Dave Lewis or Rod Cousins 
at Federal Business 
Development Bank, 
Terrace, 
635.4951. (c5.71 
!. Contract ST 1031.2-4 JS 
Located Humphrys Ranger 
District Kitimat Number of 
hectares 19.5 Viewing date 
June 15, 1978, leaving Ran 
ger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub- 
miffing a tender for this 
contract is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. June 30, 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub- 
miffed on'the form and in the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) indicated, or 
from the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for 
$1.00. Our introductory 
special offers you 10 
beautiful jumbo-size color 
plctures from any one color 
negative for only $1.00. Any 
additional pictures over 10 
from same negative on!y 10c 
each. Send as many color 
negatives (any size) as you 
wish plus $1.00 for each. Also 
save on developing and 
printing your color films. 12 
exp. roll - $2.99, 20 exp. roll - 
$3.99, 24 exp. roll - $4.99, .36 
exp. roll - $6.99. Fast ser- 
vice, guaranteed quality & 
satisfaction or money 
refunded. Pronto Photo 
Service, 30 Eastgate, Win- 
nipeg, Man. R3C 2C1. (ju 15) 
HELP WANTED: Mature 
students! Earn $6 to $7 per  
hour plus bonus with in- 
teresting summer work" 
Write Fuller Brush Co., Box 
108 care of 808, 207 West 
Hastings St., Vancouver,  
B.C. V6B 1H7 or Mr. T. 
Diamond, General Delivery, 
Station 'R', Kelowna, B.C. 
V1X 4K3. (ctf) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fu l ly  Il lustPated 
catelogu~ of marital aids for 
both .ladies and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Rupert, BmC. Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
The lowest or any tender will Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
not necessarily be accepted. (eft) 
(cs-7) ,"-w..xr t ~- -~2"~ " ~-I 
Sealed tenders for the ~[ '  ' '  : '~ /+ '~ ' I /~ '~ 
fo l lowing stand tending .~~~j~_ .~/ - /~  
contract(s) will be received ~ ~  
by the District Forester, 
Minlsfry of Forests, Prince Some people used to think 
Rupert, B.C. on the dates gold was c ra ted  by leaving 
shown below, mercury in the sun. 
1. Contract ST 1031-2-5 JS 
Located McCullough Ranger 
Distr ld KItimat Number of 
hectares 19.55 Viewing date 
June 15, 1978, leavihg 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the sfand 
tendincj site pr ior '  to sub- 
miffing a tender for this 
contract is mandatory. 
Deadl ine for recelpf of 
fenders is 3:30 p.m. June 30, 
1978.. 
Tenders must be sub- 
miffed on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger (s) indicated, or 
from the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(c5-8) 
FOR SALE: Camper near 
new 8' Galaxy with frldge, 
stove, furnace. Super light 
construction. Used only 3 
times. Must sell Phone 635- 
9692 (c5- 
7) 
1970 VW camper,  sink- 
fr idge, 2 burner stove, 
cupboards, carpet, pots & 
pens Included. Priced at 
$1800 Call Harry 638.1403 (p3- 
6) 
C~mper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C.W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone63g-1121 (sff) 
171/2' Vanguard Camper 
trai ler 635.5888 (p3-7) 
For Sale: 10' Cc~veman 
Camper. In excellent con- 
dition also 20" propane 
Move. Phone 635-9420 (p3.7) 
'For Sale: 1967 Starmaster6. 
Hard top tent trailer. Fully 
equipped. Canopyand jacks. 
Good condition. Phone 635- 
3919. (cl-7) 
Fishermans Special 8' 
camperette. 635-4577 (c6-11) 
Household Realty 
SECOND MORTGAGES 
No bonuses 
No brokerage fees 
No f!nder's fees 
FAST SERVICE 
Come on in or call the nearest 
office of Houseboid Finance 
Ask for Mortgage Services 
4608 Lakelse Avenue 
TERRACE 
635-7207 
70. LIVESTOCK + 
Registered 2 'year  old 
Palamino filly. By Peters 
Lucky Reg. quarter horse 
stallion. Phone Birch Haven 
Ranch 635.5288 after 6 a•m. 
(p5-10) 
- WEIGHT   ECIPES WATCHERS 
' "o The Authority 
KN()CKWt  IRSI' . I  I -N ' I ' I I  S()I I1' 
180 g (6 ()unt es} thol~pc(~ (talon 
250 Illl. ~i Ctlp) fiuclv thoPt)cd 
carr.ols 
250 ml. (I cup) finely clmpped " 
celery" 
250 mL (I cup) canned Iomatoes, " 
choppl'd 
2 chickeu houilhm cubes 
I mL  ( I I , I  teaspoon) garlic powder 
Dash thvme 
480 g ( I p.un(l.) c.okcd (hied 
lentils, lescrvu liqaid 
30 ml. (2 tablespoons} ~ed wi.e 
vincg.u 
I bay leaf 
240 g (8 ounces) knockwtusl, 
sliced 
SI'I.I !" I ' I 'A S()LIFFI.IT 
30 mL (2 I,iidcsp~.)r~s) ilnitation 
(or diet) nl,ll~aline 
30 ml. (2 I,d~leH~oorls) IlotH 
2:;0 ml. ( I cup) evaporaled 
skimmed milk 
360 g (12 ounci,~.) cooked dried 
gr*.'en splil pea,, 
f; m l. (I leaH'Ioon)dehydrated 
onion flakes 
I m I. (1/.I le.lsp¢~un) sail 
I m I. ( 1/'l tvaspr)on) sage 
Dash thvlr)e 
,I inedim~ eggs, separated 
Preheal oven to IROn(:. ('lq0r)l';). 
In t.p el dm.bk, boiler over hailing 
watcl, rm, II malgaHne. Add Ihulr 
and stir. Add rail k arid cook. stirring 
corrslantlv uulil mixlule'lhickens. 
Add spill peas, onirm Ilakes, .salt, 
sage and thyloe. Remove Iron1 heal; 
cool sligh!ly. 'Stir in egg y.Iks. In 
PAS'I•A I :A(;()L I  
375 nrL ( I - I /2 cupQ c,mm'd 
lllnl ,It n('sl. C he)pped 
250 n i l  (J cup) Ionlat() S.lUCC. no 
suga! ,idded 
I 0 itt l. (2 t¢'aH~oons) dehydhlled 
union Ilakes 
I In L ( 1/4 te,|Hmon) oreg,lll¢) 
l)a,,h garlic powder 
480 g ( I pmmd) c.oked dried 
c,,nnellini heans 
350 mL (I-1/3 CUllS ) cooked en- 
riched elbow macaroni 
In s.mcepan combine first 5 ingrrdi- 
elliS; covel anti cook It) illinutcs, 
slilring occasionally. Add he,ms aml 
nlacaloni; Mlrllnef JO millUh?S, slir- 
lingoccasiollally to i)r~vt'nl sticking, 
I)ividi: evenly. Makes 2 servings. 
Each serving is equivalent o: 
188 mL (3/4 cup) Vegetables 
('1 II('K I'I':A SI'IO{AI) 
180 ~ (fl ounces) cooked dried 
chick peas (g.lrb.m/os) 
IO mL (2 Ic.lspoon~;) lemon juke 
1/2 garlic cl,ve, chnPl~ed 
5 ml. (I teaspoon) sesame oil 
5,111 Io laSle 
2 slices wholt' wheal bread, toasted 
.ind cul into quarters 
t .mbinc lifst 5 ingredients in Mend 
{'1 L ) l f} tan le l  or hind processor and 
process unlil smooth, Serve wilh 
I)hlSl• Ilivide evenly, Makes 2 scrv 
in~% Sul'~plenrenl as required. 
1:ach serving is equivalent to: 
Salt and pepper to la~te 
In sautct),lO combine |ir,,t 10mt)cdi - 
ones; co)~k 7 )rl inules Stil'liflg t)) dis- 
solve bouilhm cul!e. Add lentils,~e 
sclve(I beau liquid, pills t.n~)tlgh 
w,Uer to equal I I. plus 12.~ m l 
(4•1 J2 (ups) liquid, vinegar .,nql imy 
leaf. Cover;simmer 30 nlJlltltes. ~t'- 
move and discard bay lear. I'lace 
500 mL (2 cups) at bean mixture in 
blemh'r contaim~t ; l)rocess unlil 
smooth. Returu to %,lUCepao; Itl(J 
more walt'r to adiosl consish'ncY il 
desire(l• Add knockwurst, salt and 
pepper• Simme~ 5 minutes. Divide 
evenly. Makes ,I servings. 
Each se=ving is e¢ltriv,llent It): 
4S g ( I - I /2 re,noes) I.imitcd 
Vt'g~.' |,11)[e 
188 Iill. (~/'1 cup) Ve),ctahlcs 
112 sewing 5on)ethin~ Extra 
( I I? houillon cuhe) 
120 g (,I ounces) I.egume~ 
medium hnwl, beat egg whiles until 
still• I .hi  egg whites into pea )nix- 
ttlre. I'msr i))lo a 2 I. soulfl~ dish. 
Bake 30 mimHrs, Serve immediale- 
ly• I)ividc evenlv, Makes 4 servings. 
Each seivin): is equivalent It): . ,  
3/4 so,ring lat 
I-I/2 servings Something Exlra 
(7.2 n~l. I- I I2 tca- 
~,poons JJour ) 
112 sewing Milk 1h2•5 ml. :- 114 
cup eV.lporaled skimmed milk) 
90 g (3 ounces) Legumes 
I Egg 
'I•IIRI-I - BEAN SALAD 
240 g (8 ounces) t .oked dried 
red kidney he,ms 
2SO ml. (I tup cooked wax heans 
250 mL (I cup cooked green beans 
00 g (2 ounces) chopped onion 
* =~' ; "  , ~ 1  60~c~2r~l;lces) Knockwurst 75mL( l /4enpp lus l  tablespoon) 
:.~ 2OraL (1 tablespoon plus 1 tea- 
slronn} vegelablc oil • 
15 mL (I tahlespoon)(lloppcd 
hesh palslcy 
• ~ l i B ~ i l ~ l ~ l l = ~  2 enl. (I/2 teaspoon) meg,rim 
~ 1  .//~ I mL (I/4 teaspoon) garlic powder 
"~/ . ,~/ '7 /~, ,~ I In medium bowl, combine all ingre. 
dicnts. Cover and refrigerate several 
Some say if your nose itches, - ~ hours or overnight. Divide evenly. 
someone is talking about you. Makes 2 servings. Supplement as re. 
, • quiled, 
~/(C '  ~ - ~  = g'~ ~ /  ~ '  Eacl] st, lvillg is equivalent 'O: __--- , 0g(,l,,u,,ces) cgu,,,es 
• '~_~. ~ ~ ~ "  • 250 )uL-(I CU~) Vegetables 
. . . . . .  ~ ' / , r -  30 g (I ounce)Limited Vege- 
table 
~ ~  2 ,e,vings Fat 
Some say it 's bad luck to  
burn  sassaf ras  wood.  
' i l/OW 
Some peop le  believed that 
wearing blue quartz stones 
protected them from ship- 
wreck. 
I
I serving Bonus (I 25 ml. -.. 
112 cup tomato sauce) 
2,10 g [8 ouncesJ Legames 
1 serving Choice Group 
90 g (3 m, uccs) Legu rues 
112 serving 1"at 
I serving Bread 
BI,ACK BI'AN S()LJP 
1/2 medium green pepper, seeded 
and diced 
60 ~ (2 ounces) diced onion 
2 ml. (1/2 tcaspuou I oregano 
2 ml. (!/2 Icaspoohl marjoram 
Dash garlic powder 
360 g (12 minces) cooked dried 
Mack heans, reserve liqpid 
30 ml. (2 lablespoons} cider 
vinegar 
I chicken houilhm cube 
I bay 1car 
Salt and pepper to taste 
In saucepan combine !i.-.t 5 ingrcdi~' 
cnts; cook 3 minutes• Add reserved 
bean liquid plus enough water to 
equal 750 mL (3 cups) liquid aad 
remaining ingredienls; cover aml 
simmer 2.5 minutes. Remove and 
discard bay leaf. Transler 250 mL 
(1 cup) beth mixtnre to hlcl3der 
conhtiner; profess until smooth. 
Return to saucepan and reheat or 
cook until reduced Io desired con- 
sistency. Divide evenly. Makes 2 
servings. 
Each serving is equivalent to: 
30 niL (2 tablespoons) Vege- 
tables 
• 30 g (1 ounce) Limiied Vegi:- 
table 
i 8o g (6 ou.cesi'Leg~mes 
I /2 serving Something Extra 
(1/2 bouillon cube) 
VI(( ; ( ; IE-BI 'AN 131JR(;I'2P, S 
180 g (6 ounc('~,] cooked (~ried 
while beans 
200 ml. (3/,1 cup) grated carrot 
200 mL (3/4 cup I grated zucchini 
200 m L (3/4 cup) shredded 
cahh;Ige 
I/2 medium green pepper, seeded 
and diced 
60 g (2 ounces) diced oninn 
2 medium eggs, heaten 
2 slices wbole wltcat bread made 
into Cl UlllhS 
30 mL (2 tablespoons) soy sauce 
1 niL (1/4 teaspoon) basil 
I m L (I/4 teaspoon) oregano 
I m L ( l/,t teaspoon) marjoram 
Dash garlic powder 
Dash nutmeg 
Salt and pepper to taste 
Combine all ingredients in a medi- 
um bowl. Divide mixture evenly in. 
to 4 portions; form into 4 patties. 
Brown in a preheated non-stick 
skillet, turning once. Place on a 
baking sheet and bake at 220oc• 
(425OF.) for 20 to 25 minutes. 
Makes 2 servings, 2 patties each. 
Each serving is equivalent to: 
90 g (3 ounces) Legumes 
325 mL (I-1/4 cups) Vegetables 
30 g (1 ounce).LLmited ~ '~ 
tab e ;.~ :. ,,;,;: f},, • 
l Egg "~;' " ~ ' .  
I serving Bread 
WATER SHREW (Sorex palustris) -- "his small 
I mammal  is about six inches long, the !ad being 
one-third of its length• A'n excellent swin,.ner and 
diver,  it is never found far from water. Ti'e water 
shrew is a vicious fighter, and wi l l  atta¢~ prey 
larger than itself. With l ightning speed and eedle 
sharp teeth, its bite partial ly paralyzes prey by a 
poisonous venom emitted from glands in the ;~wer 
jaws. I t s  diet varies from insects and their t~ va 
to mice, earthworm, fish and fish eggs, and e. =.n 
small ground-nesting birds. 
Lunc  
In Italy, an antipasto is a 
first course, served "before 
the pasta" at lunch or din- 
ner. Some American host- 
esses are serving a generous 
antipasto as a one dish meal 
and it's a pleasant change 
from the salad bowl and the 
• soup/sandwich routine. 
Antipasto differs from a 
salad in that the ingredients 
such as fresh and pickled 
vegetables, f i sh ,  sausages, 
cheese, olives, etc. are ar- 
ranged, not tossed, on a bed 
of greens. Wine vinegar and 
a light.olive oil are offered 
as dressing. Fresh, crunchy 
bread makes a per fec t  
accompaniment. 
The following recipe for 
Pepperoni Bread makes a 
del icious accompaniment 
for an antipasto lunch. It's 
very easy to make, using the 
Rapidmix Method devel- 
oped by Fleischmann's 
Yeast to take the guesswork 
out ~f yeast baking. The 
yeast is mixed with other 
dry ingredients, it does not 
have to be dissolved Jfi~s.".. 
After the first rising, the 
coarsely chopped pepperoni 
is kneaded iu, the dough is 
divided and braided to make 
2 handsome loaves. 
PEPPERONI BRAID 
6 1/4 to 3/4 cups unsifted 
flour 
2 tablespoons ugar 
2 teaspoons alt 
1 teaspoon coarsely 
ground pepper 
2 packages 
Fleischmann's Active 
Dry Yeast 
2 1/4 cups very warm 
tap water 
• (12OAF.. 130OF.) 
1/4 pound coarsely 
~hopped pepperoni 
Planters Peanut Oil 
h, I ta l ian  .S . ty le  
In a large bowl thbroughly Punch dough down; turn 
mix 2 cups flour, sugar, salt, out onto  lightly floured 
pepper and Fleischmann's board• Knead in chopped 
Active Dry Yeast. Gradually pepperonl, Divide dough in 
add hot tap water to dry half. Divide one half into 3 
ingredients and beat 2 min- equal pleees; roll each piece 
Utea at medium speed of 'into a 20 inch rope. Braid 
electzlc mixer, scraping ropes together; pinch ends 
bowl occasionally. Add I to seal, Place on greased 
i /2 cups flour• Beat at high baking sheet. Repeat with 
speed 2 ~iinutes, ~:rapin~ remaining half of •dough. 
bowl oceasionally. Stir tn Cover; let rise in warm 
enough additional flour to place, free from draft, until 
make a soft dough. Turn doubled in bulk, about 50 
out onto lightly floured minutes, 
board; knead until smooth Brush braids wi~h Planters 
and elastic, 8.10 minutes. Peanut Oil• Bake in ,nodcr- 
,Place in greased bowl, turn- ate ~rveu (375:'F,) about 40 
ing to grease top. Cover; let minutes, or until done. Re- 
rise in warm place, free mr)re from baking sheets 
from draft, until doubled in :rod cool on wire racks. 
bulk, about 50 minutes. Makes 2 Ioav0s, 
I cJee Ees i 
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Yesterday's Cryptoquip'-- TANTRUMS ARE TANTAMOUNT 
TO GROSS RAGES. 
,," 1978 King Features ,~)'ndirate, Inc. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue~ Cequals S
Tke CryptsqMp Js a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
'will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accompRshed by trial and error. 
Abby ,=;ays She'll 
Keep the Faith 
ByAbigail Van Buren 
laFS by (~tlc4~o Tribune.N.Y. News Synd. Inc, 
DEAR ABBY: I repd in your column areply to a letter in 
which you state that you took Catholic instruction. It may 
be premmptuous of me to question you, but sines you are a 
~pubUc person," may I ask if you were planning to switch 
to Catholicism from Juddsm? We'd hate to l~se you. 
• W.S.O., CENTURY CITY, CALIF. 
DEAR W.S.O.: No way. I took the course in order to 
hotter understand CnthoHdsm, but I told the priest in 
advance that ! wanted to/earn--not turn. 
DEAR ABBY: I'm the 33-year~)ld mother of three 
adorable little girls. I'd like to know the answer to a 
questfon I should probably ask my doctor, but Im afraid 
hell think I'm stupid. 
After my third daughter was born, I was very 
disappoInted. I had prayed so hard for a bey because I 
knew tbet'e what my husband wanted. My doctor tried to 
• console ~ze by tolling me I shouldn't feel that I had let my 
husband own-that the father done determined the sex 
of a child. 
"How can this be? Sign me. , .  i "STUPID" 
DEAR MOTHER: I refuse to sign you "Stupid"--yoars 
l i on  Intelllgont question. 
When a child is eancoived, the male's sperm, which 
conte~ either a "Y" chromosome or an "X" chromosome 
sex determination, fertilizes the female's egg, .which 
contains only an "X" sex chromosome. Each partner 
oontrihutee one sex chromosome, but the female's is 
always an X.  Therefore,' If the father s Y chromosome 
ferl~I~s the egg, the baby wIll4~e obey, but !f the father's 
"X" chromosome connects, the baby will be • 'glrl. . 
Your doctor is right. The father ~lways det'erminea the 
con l l lme~ p lmd ~ 3~r 
uoual oiderl# b l l ,  but ds mt 
mince, the. I vd  or the. un- 
familiar without due con- 
sideration. 
LIBRA 
(sept u to oct. =)d~s  l 
Goad phmetsry Mlumemt A 
ttme to "dreusup" oM ldsu and 
metheds and mshe thmn mo~ 
practical. Your a r t l~  and 
areaUvity stimulated. 
a '~aturui" for you.- 
Other fields h/which you could 
theater, musk. On the pe~mmal 
slde, you are outzotng, warm- 
lmrtsd and ge~rous a in , t  to 
a fault; Traits to conquer: 
]zypersensitivlty and ex- 
ta~gance. Birthdats of: John 
Howard Payne, composer of 
'q4~me,.Sweet Home"; Robert 
S. Melqamam, former Sec'y. of 
oem~ U~.A. 
lou hove made my day. It's been years. 81nee anyone has 
'~dled me 'dear.' "
MRS. A. H., WALNUT CREEK, CALIF. 
• Do you wish you had more f~enda? For the secret of 
popularity, get Abby'a new booklet- "How TO Be Popular; 
Fou're Never Tee Younj e¢ Too Old." Seud $1 with • laq ,  
,elf-mldreesed, stmnped (~A cents) uvclape to Abby, 132 
bosky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90~IZ. 
DEAR ABBY: I am' enclosing a,nqwspaper clipping that 
appeared ihn seeticn of the paper tlmt very few teenagers 
read, ' 
I think it should be in YOUR column-or nmybe lathe 
comics, where teenagers Would be sure to see it. 
If you agree with me, please reprint it. Thank you, 
MRS. E. B. CLINGNER, COVINGTON, KY. 
DEAR MRS. C.: The pkco appeared In the Cineinnstl 
Enquirer, In William Raspberry's culum~ It was written 
by Korea Rak, who teatime Eagllob to students at the 
Center Juuiar Iggh School In Stronffvflle, Ohio. " 
Ms. Rak mmpased a letter (ostensibly from an 
employer) deMgusd to let bet youthful Job seekers ee 
thenmelvea as they ,re seen. With so many young people 
looking for Jelm now, I think this piece deserves all the 
exposure it can get. 
"DEAR KID: Today you came to me fur a job. From th~ 
look of your shoulders as you walked out, I suspect you've 
been turned down before, and numbs you believe by now 
that kids your age can't find Jobe.. 
"But I hired • teenager today, You saw him. What was 
so spedui about ldm? Not experience; neither of you had 
any. Attitude, son. A-T-T-I.T*U-D-I~., He did hls best to 
impress me. That In where he edged you out.- • 
"He wasn't dressed like Easter Sunday, but then that 
wasn't necessary. !~  e~tbea were dean, and he had 
gotten a haircut. He filled out the npplloutfun form n~atly 
and completely. He did not mdt o borrow • pen. He retried 
his SOCIAl Security a rd ,  had Imele identification, and did 
not ask, 'What's a reference?' ' 
".He dlldn't have two friends wdtlng fur him by the pop 
machine. He didn't start to chow gum ur smoke while 
Interviewing; He didn't keep looMng nt him watch, giving 
me the impresdon that he had something more important 
to do. " ' • ' ' 
"He took the tlme to find out how we 'operate' here, and 
what his day-to-day tasks would be. I think he'll keep his 
eyes open and work for me like he'd work fur him~ff. 
"He was willing to s t~t  at that point where I could 
afford 'to pay. Someday, perhaps, he'll get to the point 
where heql have more authority over ethers and a better 
paycheck. " . 
"You know, kid, men have ulways had/6 get a Job llke 
you get a girl: Case the sltuatinn, we l t  a deun shirt, end 
try to appear eeaoanbly wining. 
"Maybe jobs aren't ms plentiful rlglst now, but there are 
jobs. You may not believe it, but .11 around you employers 
are looking for young men and women smart enouBh to go 
after a job in the old-huddoned way. 
"If you h=ve ven the vaguest idea of what Fm trying to 
say, let it show the next time you ask for • Job. You will be 
head and shoulders above the, rest. 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, 
~.1 ~ ~ALL RIE~HT, 3"U~T MAKE" 
~'~ \.'.'/1 __~EP M~:[ 
.T'LL PO WHAT ~ ~.,~N I 
FII~.~T, I" NEEE AE~ MUC, H I 
T~U ME YOUR ~ 1, 
fl • •.~, i 
By Stan Lee and John'Ron~it~" 
Z CAN'T REVEAL. W~'LL. FO,~T 
MY IPENTITY' NOT THAT FO~ NOW~ 
EVEN-- I"o YOM/~, ~ 
~ WHY PoN,'r 
P~-"~rTl/l"/; i~ YOU ~Lt -  
N F:~-.~--~ r ~ 
rw~!  me~c~v 
, ~'~v ~ .... 
B.C. " ' 
w~c~., w~=tp R¢:M tF ~!  D 
DOONESBURY 
"~1-0~ ~' II 
--'=- , '" 
W/~6 ON 7/~ Sq0~, BOTZ 
/~. ~/l~V~U#'v# ~.  
guy who works ns a guard at the Montgomery County 
Prison, that she called him on the phone 1,400 times in 
three months! She' was supposed to have called him nt his 
home'400-times in one week. Then he changed his phone 
number and she~started calling him at the prison[ Can you 
believe this,,Abby? 
This re.worker says that the guard actually filed a 
formal complaint against he woman. The judge fined her 
$300 and. put her on probation for three months. 
Will you please check this out and see if it's true, or is 
my co-worker just putting me on? • 
• " PENNA. PUT-ON 
DEAR PENNA.: It's no put-an. It actually happened. 
Ti/e Judge warned the lovesick young woman with 
sex of the cldld. , telephonitis that if she didnSt quit cslling the guard, she'd 
- ' , ~ "For beth Our sakes, get e~er* will youY--Tl~ BOSS" be sent to prison--but NOT to the one ~here that guard 
DEAR ABBY: I would appreciate it if you would air one . ' was employed. 
more opinion about a habit that crosses all ,lines of age, _DEAR ABBY: I just had a dlfferencs of opinion with my 
• gender, and social status.. It's addressing,, an women as w!fe" as to when it ia proper for n roan'to start wearing DEAR AEBY: The daughter of a friend of mine was 
linsey, darling, eweetle, dear -and other patromzin~ white shoes.  planning a large August wedding. However, those .plans 
phrasea by bceses, store clerks, recsptioulete and a host o ~ I say that a man ~ start w e.ar. Ing w.hito shoes on Easter were quic~uy cnanged when the bride.to.be discovered she 
others who should know better. .~unoay. ~W. woe maraca mac use weu~tresean man aces was pregnant. 
I find it extremely offensive. Abby, gou would do women ot  wear white shoos until Memorial Day, or May 30. . So now the fam~y has eeht out announcements elating 
d~erywhere a favor by printingthis so that it can oe .sung Can you/settle this for us? that their daughter was married in Apri l -so the big 
in every elevators bank, restnur.ant,, bue'.m, ess otxics, . J .A.INBING MTON, N.Y. wedding ie off. i~.,,: ' 
doctor's office, law firm and store m cne nation.. , " ' . .. Under these circ~Lmstances, is n wedding ift in order7 
Sign me. " ' DEAR J.A.: My fuMdoh expert, tell me that in your part JUST ASKING 
,*'NOT YOUR HONEY IN L'VILLE, KY." of the country, the white ahsee don t some out of the dmmt 
until Memorial Day, or May 30. 
D~AR NOT: Many women are in sgreement with . . . . .  . . . 
you--but not ell, Read on: . Are yo~ pronlemsu~, n.v~..~, . Ira die .done?..LetAb.by 
• ' . nelpyou, r'or a persomu, unpnJ~usee4 reply, write. Aooy: 
DEAlt ABBY: My husband and I.were in an elevator Box 6~00, L~ Anplee, Calif. 90069. Endo6e n |tanlped, 
with a Uttle old lady who was standing eenma us. when seu-anaresseaenvelope. 
thq elevator door opened, my husband turned to her sun ' 
"" ' . . . .  me dear" " DEAR ABBY: A co-worker told me that a 28-year~ld sam, "rmase go anean ex , . , l r lied ~Fhank ou Philodelph awomen got such a wild crush on a 44 year~Id She gave him a. warm emile and ep , y ... . . : 
e 
DEAR JUST: If your wedding gift means, "Tide is in 
repayment for your wedding invitation," then, of coarse, 
no gift ie in order. But if f¢ means, "Accept this gift along 
with oar best wishes for your future hepplaee,," then a gift 
is in order: 
"One half the world cannot understand the 
I~le.asures of the other." Jane Austen 
3. '  i 
; 
I ~7/~, 1 5017A KNOll/ . 
Nt~ITL/K~ HAV/N6 A 
fON NHO /~ HOT ONLY A 
~INO 5~IU~, BUT 
A[.50 O/VE OF THE "fOP 
71~ OF OU~ 7/~¢~?C ~
N 
I PspN~" C~IPdE~=ET~ t .~T~ 
1"o '~-.~ANI~G'! 
by Garry Trudeau 
. you~r  r~e ii 
.~v~Y O~/E..~T/Og FO~ , 
WHAT ? 7HOSE ~ ! 
"n./N/N6 IH ? [! 
?. 
+..; 
, . f •  • 
, . J  
L "; 
, '.,= 
..L 
"If you don't keep quiet I'm gonna phone all youil ! 
friends and tell them how old you really are,'~ ~ :. 
i 
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Sneezing powder banned 
By DOUG SMALL 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Con. 
sumer Affair9 Ministez 
Warren Allmand announced 
in a news release last week 
that he was banning the 
import and sale of sneezing 
powder. 
The decision set off an 
outcry among joke-shop 
owners who regard the 
powder as a staple and 
Tuesday AILmand was asked 
what he thought of their 
reaction. 
He said in an interview he 
didn't know he had banned 
the powder. Further, he said 
he d i~'t  even know what it 
was. 
The mix-up .appears to 
result from a government 
departmental practice oi 
writing news releases using 
the name of a minister, then 
distributing them without 
the minister's formal ap- 
proval. Cabinet ministers 
occas iona l ly  delegat~ 
responsibility for such things 
to aides. 
QUOTED LIBERALLY 
The sneezing powder 
release began this way: 
"Consumer and Corporate 
Affairs Canada Minister 
Warren Allmand today 
announced an immediate 
ban on the importing, ad- 
vertising and selling of 
certain sneezing powders in 
Canada." 
A number of sentences in 
the news release were in 
quotation marks and 
followed by the phrase "Mr. 
A l l •and  said" or "Mr': 
AUmand warned." 
Government i~ormation 
officers routinely make up 
quotations for ministers. 
Despite the confusion over 
the sneezing powder elease, 
a spokesman said the 
deportment has no intention 
of removing the ban. The 
powder,nthe department 
says, contains ingredients 
suspected ofcausing cancer. 
Rot, says Bill Abrams, 
pgoprietor of Bill's Joke 
Shop in Ottawa. 
The governmont is on a 
witchhunt, he says, citing 
similar bans announced 
recently on two of his 
o thernbest  se l le rs - -  analyst toseawhy ~e grain 
sparkling cigarettes and handling system isn't 
those birthday candles you working. 
can't blow out. , Mazankowski says the 
Don Mazankowski, government is the reason the 
Progressive Conservative system is bogged own--it 
MP for Vegreville, has has spent all its time 
deseribed as "sheer lunacy" studying the subject without 
an announcement byLiberal doing anything about it. 
Ralph Goodaie that the Gerald Robinson, 38, 
government plans to set up national d i rector  of the 
another commcttco to in- Liberal party, is abandoning 
vestigate the grain handling his post to return to his law 
system, practice. He has held the job 
Mazankowsi says the since November, 1975, and 
government first set up a says he is leaving now be. 
royal commission under cause he could lose another 
former ddef justice Emmett yearnfrom his career ff he 
Hall to study the subject, waits to help run the next 
Then it established a one- general election. 
man study under Prof. Carl Prime Minister Trudeau 
Snavely to examene the Hall has until next summer 
report and other sources to before he must, by law, call 
determine thecost of moving an election. 
grain by rail. Sign of eummer: The 
Then it set up the so-called supply department an- 
Prairie Rail Action Com- Pounced in its weekly list of 
mittee to study the former contracts that Star Pants 
studies and pass judgement Laurierville Ltd. of 
oa railway line aban- Megantio, Que., has been 
denments, awarded a $12,5,850 contract 
Now it plans to corn- to make shorts for mail 
mission a transportation carriers. 
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